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Abstract

The development of LED based instrumentation for monitoring water quality is discussed. 
Many of the standard colorimetric tests for water quality monitoring coincide spectrally 
with widely available LED sources. Existing monitors use incandescent filament-based 
sources combined with narrow-band interference filters. Such systems suffer from 
problems of stability, bulk, cost and degradation with time. The replacement of such 
sources and filters with LED’s overcomes many of these problems.

The initial experimental work involved identification of suitable LED’s for detection of 
various analytes in water. In particular, LED’s were selected on the basis of spectral 
match to standard colorimetric tests for species such as Fe, Al, Mg and P. Tests were 
carried out on a specially constructed bench-top system. Various path length cells were 
tested and based on these results, LED’s were incorporated into existing on-line devices, 
replacing bulbs and filters. This involved the construction of the necessary electronics and 
changes to the resident software and mechanical design of the device.

The final part of the work involved construction of a prototype device capable of 
measuring concentrations of iron, aluminium, manganese and phosphate in drinking water 
as well as colour and turbidity. The device is portable, incorporates a full reagent mixing 
and delivery system and has limits of detection below EC directives for all the species 
listed above. This system was fully characterised in terms of limits of detection, linear 
ranges, accuracy, stability and repeatability.
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Introduction to Water Quality Monitoring

1.1 Introduction

Over two thirds of the Earth’s surface in covered by water. Over 70% of the human body 

consists of water. There is considerable concern over environmental issues, particularly 

with water quality, and this concern is reflected in increasingly rigid legislation governing 

the concentration of analytes in drinking water. This increased stringency on analyte levels 

is matched by the increased requirements on sensors to monitor these concentrations. For 

example, lowering the Guide Line concentration lowers the necessary Limit of Detection 

for a sensor. Investigative tests are often required at the site of the an environmental 

accident. It is therefore necessary to ‘bring the lab to the sample’ and this places further 

requirements on sensors in terms of portability, robustness and ease of use. In recent 

years, the trend in sensor design has been towards portability and versatility so as to meet 

these new requirements.

1.2 Constituents of Drinking Water

The main sources of drinking water are rivers, lakes, reservoirs and underground sources 

called aquifers. All naturally occurring water contains dissolved organic substances, large 

particles of biological origin, dissolved gasses and metals and suspended particles. The 

concentrations of these species depends upon location and climatic conditions. Water may 

also be classified in terms of colour, odour and turbidity. These also depend on the 

relative concentrations of the above constituents. The analyte concentrations, in the cases 

of reservoirs and underground sources, are generally slowly varying with time. With rivers 

and lakes these parameters may vary over periods as short as thirty minutes.

Chapter 1
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The quality of drinking water supplied to the public is subject to increasingly stringent 

regulations stipulated by the European Community, (EC) [1]. They govern the maximum 

admissible concentrations (MACs) and guide-line concentrations for all water quality 

parameters. Included below are some of the guidelines stipulated by the EC. Some 

possible sources for that particular parameter are also shown:

1.3 EC Guidelines for Water Quality

Guide Line MAC Possible Source

Aluminium 50 |ig L' 1 200 ng L 1 Water treatment

Colour 1 Hazen 15 Hazen High Fe/Mn Content

Iron 50 M-g L 1 300 Hg L 1 Water treatment, water pipes

Manganese 2 0  ^g L- 1 50 [lg L' 1 Water treatment

Phosphorus 0.4 mg L' 1 5.0 mg L' 1 Cleaning agents

Turbidity 1 NTU 5 NTU Suspended matter

1.4 Water Quality Monitoring

A large number of techniques exist for the determination of the various parameters 

governing water quality. Each technique has its own particular advantages and 

disadvantages. When choosing the most suitable technique and apparatus for a particular 

situation the performance characteristics should be considered as well as cost and size. 

Some of the techniques used to test water quality are:
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Ion Selective Electrodes: Elcctrodes are coated with ion selective resin and the voltage 

developed is a measure of the concentration present.

Atomic Methods: The sample is aspirated into a flame and atomized. In Atomic Flame 

Photometry the amount of light emitted is measured and the intensity at characteristic 

wavelengths gives the concentrations of the various metallic constituents. In Atomic 

Absorption Spectrometry a light beam is directed through the flame, into a 

monochromator, and onto a detector that measures the amount of light absorbed by the 

atomized elements in the flame [2 ],

Fluorescence Measurements: Fluorescence is excited in the sample using an external 

source. The intensity of the emitted fluorescence signal, at a characteristic wavelength, 

relates to the concentration of analyte in the sample. Another fluorescence method is 

where the intensity of emission of a fluorescing dye is reduced by the presence of the 

analyte. This is known as Fluorescence Quenching.

Filtration Methods: The sample is filtered through membrane filters of varying porosity. 

The mass deposited on the filter is then determined. This method determines the content 

and size distribution of suspended solids within the sample.

Colorimetric Determinations: The colour of a sample is photometrically determined. 

This can be done directly when sample Colour and Hue are required. Alternatively, colour 

determination may take place after the addition of specific reagents. The added reagent 

complexes with the analyte in the sample and colour forms at a particular wavelength 

region. The amount of colour developed relates to analyte concentration.

There are two main ways in which water quality tests are carried out: Sampling and In-situ 

Monitoring.

1.4.1 Sampling

Samples of water are obtained at the point of interest and taken back to the laboratory to 

be tested. This is an unsatisfactory approach as it may be labour intensive if a large 

number of samples are involved. The composition of a sample may change between 

extraction and testing. There is also a time interval between taking the sample and
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obtaining the result. This is particularly relevant in a water treatment process where the 

result forms part of the feed-back loop, e.g. the aluminium content at the output of a 

coagulation process.

1.4.2 In-situ Monitoring

The required measurements are generated at the point of interest. The sample integrity is 

maintained and results are rapidly obtained. The sensor may also be on-line which means 

that the parameter is monitored continuously. This helps in the prevention and or control 

of transient pollution incidents, the gathering of detailed trend data for water management 

and the need to ensure that industrial discharges and abstracted, potable and treated waters 

conform to the required standards [3].

1.4.3 Sensor Characterisation

In the context of the work performed here the following are important in system/sensor 

characterisation [4]:

(i) Range: The range of a sensor may be defined as the range of the measurand values 

over which the sensor gives an unambiguous signal.

(ii) Sensitivity: The sensitivity of a sensor is a measure of the incremental change in 

output for a given change in the measurand. For a sensor having a linear response the 

sensitivity is the slope of the calibration curve in the linear region.

(iii) Resolution: The resolution is defined as the ability of a sensor to distinguish between 

closely adjacent values of the measurand. This can be calculated as 2 standard errors from 

the indicated value.

(iv) Repeatability: Repeatability is a measure of the agreement between a number of 

consecutive measurements of a chosen value of the measurand. Repeatability is expressed 

in terms of a parameter called the confidence interval. The confidence interval is a range
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within which one may reasonably assume that the true value of a quantity being measured 

will be found. The 95% confidence interval is given by the equation:

^ = a ±  t (s.e)

where (I is the true value, a  is the average value, t is a constant obtained from statistical 

tables and s.e. is the standard error. The value of t compensates for the uncertainty 

introduced by using a sample size less than infinity.

(v) Limit of Detection: The limit of detection is defined as the analyte concentration 

giving a signal equal to the blank signal plus three standard errors of the blank.

(vi) Accuracy: Accuracy describes the closeness of a measured value to the actual value 

of the measurand. The accuracy of a sensor is usually quoted in terms of the maximum 

error between the actual and measured values of a quantity.

(vii) Response Time: The response time can be defined as the time interval from the 

instant a step change occurs in the measurand to the instant when the change in the 

indicated value passes and remains beyond 90% of its steady state amplitude difference.

1.4.4 Portable Sensors

Because of the possibility of short-term changes in water quality, for instance due to storm 

events or point discharges, it is important to be able to rapidly detect water quality 

parameters along rivers and lakes. Hence it is necessary to have sensors which are 

portable and rugged enough to operate in the field. Many sensor techniques, such as 

Atomic Flame Photometry yield very accurate results in terms of number of constituents 

and their concentrations. However, the apparatus involved is not portable. In well 

characterised situations, such as point discharges, the sensor is only required to rapidly 

monitor a single parameter.

Many portable sensors currently available require considerable sample preparation before 

measurement and are hence slow and difficult to use. Others, although portable, still have 

a considerable amount of instrumentation and cost involved.
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1.5 Objective of Project

This project arose from problems experienced with an existing commercial on-line monitor 

for iron and aluminum. The monitor uses a colorimetric technique with an interference 

filter and filament bulb as a source. The stability of the monitor is affected by variations in 

output from the bulb. Filter delamination and short Mean Times Between Failures 

(MTBF) for the bulbs increase the maintenance costs of the monitor. The filament within 

the bulb itself can also move and this can change the optical alignment over a period of 

time. It was noticed that the bulk optical components of this device could be replaced 

with a single LED and that this would overcome a number of the problems associated with 

the monitor. LED’s have the advantages of long life-times, stable outputs, small size and 

low price. The incorporation of the LED into this system led to the examination of LED’s 

in conjunction with other colorimetric tests and this in turn led to the design and 

construction of a portable system for monitoring water quality parameters. This sensor 

was designed with the requirements of ease of use and versatility in mind.

1.6 Structure of Thesis

Initially, the operating principles and performance characteristics of an LED are examined. 

Examples of current uses of LED’s in chemical sensing are given. Colorimetric techniques 

are then examined in detail and the suitability and limitations of LED’s as sources are 

discussed. Methods of determining sample turbidity are also outlined. The initial 

experimental sections describe experiments conducted on specific colorimetric tests using 

LED’s as sources. Based on these tests, the filter and bulb of the previously mentioned on

line monitor were replaced with an LED and a description the of necessary changes and a 

comparison of performances, with both sources, is given. Next is the introduction of a 

modular design cell for the measurement of sample absorbance and scatter. The versatility 

of this cell allows it to be used for a range of colorimetric tests and also for determining 

sample colour and turbidity. Finally the construction of a portable system is discussed. 

Tests were conducted with the sensors configured to measure aluminium, iron, manganese 

and phosphate and sample colour and turbidity.
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Chapter 2

LED Technology

2.1 Introduction

Traditionally, light sources for chemical sensing are broad-band sources with filters or 

narrow-band lasers. There are inherent problems associated with these sources. For 

example, laser sources are often bulky and expensive. Incandescent filament sources have 

stability problems, they generate a lot of heat and are generally bulky and movement of the 

actual filament within the bulb can cause changes in the optical alignment of the system. 

The interference filters often used with these sources are also very temperature sensitive 

and the layers forming the filter can separate over a period of time (i.e. delamination), 

causing a change in the optical transmission characteristics of the device. Light Emitting 

Diode (LED) sources can overcome a number of these problems. Their narrow 

bandwidths means that they can often be used without filters. They are small in size, have 

a low power consumption, they have a stable output and they are cheap in cost.

2.2 LED Technology

The next two sections discuss the operating principles of LED’s and how these principles 

give rise to the advantageous features of these sources. An LED is basically a p-n junction 

diode operated under forward bias. A schematic diagram representing the band structure 

across a p-n junction is shown in Fig. 2.2.a
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p-type n-type

Energy

Fig. 2.2.a p -n  J u n c t io n  o f  LED u n d e r  F o r w a r d  B ia s , (i) I n te r b a n d  T r a n s it io n s  
a n d  (n) Im p u r ity  C e n tr e  R e c o m b in a t io n s .

When an external voltage is applied to the junction, under forward bias, (p connected to 

positive terminal, n to negative), holes are injected from the p-type to n-type region and 

electrons from n to p-type. These charge carriers are replaced by the external circuit. The 

electron in the p-type conduction band recombines with a hole in the valence band and 

similarly the hole in the n-type combines with an electron from the conduction band. If the 

semiconductor material in question allows direct bandgap transitions [ 1 ], this may produce 

an emitted photon. The electron loses energy in this transition and the energy of the 

photon is the difference in electron energy before and after recombination. This is the basis 

of injection luminescence. Ideally, every injected charge carrier takes part in a radiative 

recombination and hence gives rise to an emitted photon. In the above example the 

electron goes from the conduction band to the valence band in an interband transition, 

(transition (i) in Fig. 2.2.a) [2], In this case the wavelength of the emitted photon is 

related to the energy gap between conduction and valence bands, EG:

Eg = Ec - Ey Eq. 2.1

X = he / Eg Eq. 2.2
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Ec is the energy of the electron in the conduction band, Ey the energy in the valence band 

and EG is the band gap energy. In Eq. 2.2, h is Planck’s constant (6.63 * 10"3 4  J s) and c is 

the speed of light in a vacuum (3.0 * 108 ms'1). Doping the semi-conductor introduces 

impurity energy levels above and below the valence and conduction bands [3]. In the p- 

type region an acceptor level, EA, exists just above the valence band and in the n-type 

region a donor level, ED, just below the conduction band. These bands may also take part 

in recombination, so called impurity center recombination, (transition (ii) in Fig. 2.2.a), and 

the emitted photon has a wavelength longer than that of interband recombination, i.e.:

X = he / (Ec -Ea) Eq. 2.3

or

A, = he /  (Ed -Ev) Eq. 2.4

The positions of these impurity energy levels depend upon the manufacturing process and 

the dopants used. Other recombination processes such as exciton recombination, 

isoelectronic traps are also relevant [4], When impurity centre recombinations dominate, 

the energy of the emitted photons differs from that of the energy gap, EG, of the semi

conductor. The emission wavelengths for this situation are generally longer than those for 

the interband transitions as the impurity levels lie between the valence and conduction 

bands and the energy transitions are smaller.

2.3 Characteristics of LED’s

The output spectrum of an LED is centered around the energy of the main recombination 

process for that particular p-n junction. This feature gives rise to two of the most 

important characteristics of LED’s as tight sources. The first is the narrow bandwidth of 

the output spectrum compared with broad-band sources. The emitted photons arise from 

a single recombination process and hence have a narrow band of energies centered around 

this transition level. The second feature is that LED output spectra cover almost the entire
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visible and near-IR spectrum. By selection of semi-conductor material, dopant impurities, 

dopant concentrations and manufacturing techniques, LED's can be made to emit in 

specific wavelength bands. Because of the finite number of semi-conductor materials, (i.e. 

Eg values), not every wavelength region is available with LED’s. However new materials 

and processes arc constantly being discovered. For example until quite recently high 

intensity blue LED's were not available. Early designs involved doping silicon carbide with 

aluminium, but these had low output powers. More recently gallium nitride has been 

doped to p-type producing a new range of high intensity LED’s which emit in the near 

ultra-violet and blue regions [5].

Each emitted photon is generated by an injected electron from the external circuit. Hence 

the output intensity is easily modulated by controlling the externally supplied current. As 

the majority of semiconductor materials used in LED’s are of the direct band-gap type, 

there is no heat released in the recombination process and hence no electrical heating in the 

device. As a result LED’s have very large mean time between failures, (e.g. 10,000 hrs), 

compared with incandescent sources.

Advances in semiconductor manufacturing technology have improved the quality and 

reduced the cost of LED’s. Large numbers of p-n junctions can be produced from a single 

wafer and this results in low costs for LED's. They are also easily manufactured to 

specific shapes and orientations which enables efficient coupling to fibre ends, for example, 

as in Burrus-type LED's [6 ].

2.4 Temperature Effects of LED’s

A disadvantage of LED's is that their output is temperature sensitive. The peak 

wavelength of the output spectrum shifts to longer wavelengths with increasing 

temperature by typically 0.3 nm/K [7]. The output intensity also decreases with increasing 

temperature and aging [8 ]. The intensity L, at a particular wavelength X and temperature 

T, is governed by the following equations [9]:
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L(À,T) = Po / 0.6 Xw (n)“ ■ exp(kjAT). exp{ -2.78 [ X - X0ÇT) ]2/ ?iw (T)2} Eq. 2.5

Xo (T) — À,o + ksAT Eq. 2.6

X\j (T) — Xw + kfiAT Eq. 2.7

AT = Ta -25 Eq. 2.8

Po is the Radiant Power, Xo is the Peak Wavelength, A,w is the Spectral Bandwidth, ki is 

the Temperature Coefficient of Light Intensity (usually -0.001 /K —> -0.02 /K), ks is the 

Temperature Coefficient of Spectral Shift (usually 0.1 nm/K —> 0.6 nm/K), kB is the 

Temperature Coefficient of Spectral Bandwidth (usually assumed to be 0) and TA is the 

Ambient Temperature (25 °C). These equations were applied to a yellow LED using the 

following values: A,o = 592 nm, A,w = 30 nm, ki = -0.006 1°C, kB = 0, ks = 0.2 nm/°C, 

T = 0 —> 75 in 15 °C steps and also showing the output at 25 °C . The output power P0  = 

lmW. The results are shown in Fig. 2.4.a. Included in this figure is the spectral 

attenuation of the dye 2,4,6-tripyridyl-s-triazine, (TPTZ), complexed with ferrous iron. 

TPTZ is a colorimetric dye reagent used for determining iron concentration. A yellow 

LED may be used to determine the absorbance, or optical density, of the sample and hence 

the iron content.
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Wavelength / nm

F ig . 2.4.a V a r ia t io n  o f  LED O u tp u t  w ith  T e m p e r a tu r e , 0->75 °C in  15 °C S tep s

By combining the various LED spectra with the spectral attenuation curve, it is possible to 

determine the change in measured optical density with change in temperature. This is done 

using the following equations:

Io = J L(X,T) Eq. 2.9
X2

Xl
1 =  J T (X ). L(A,,T) Eq. 2.10 

X2

OD = Logio (Io / 1) Eq. 2.11

T(A) is the spectral transmittance at wavelength X, and X\ and X2 are chosen so that they 

span the full output of the LED. I is the initial intensity of the LED, and Ii is the intensity 

after passing through the reagent/analyte sample. Hence, OD is the optical density of the
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sample as measured using the LED as a source. Fig. 2.4.b shows the change in optical 

density with temperature. The percentage value, of the value at ambient temperature 

(25 °C), is also shown. It can be seen that the measured optical density changes with 

temperature. The magnitude and direction of this change depends upon the shape of the 

spectral attenuation curve, as well as the particular LED in question.

Temperature / °C

F ig . 2 .4 .b  Ch a n g e  in  M e a s u r e d  O ptical  D en sity  w ith  T e m per a tu r e

It is possible to compensate for this temperature sensitivity in various ways. The LED can 

be operated at a controlled temperature. Alternatively, a fraction of the initial optical 

signal can be removed from the beam. This fraction can then be used as a reference for the 

final signal or to determine the feed-back in a closed loop control system [10]. This latter 

method is effective at controlling the output intensity of the LED. The shifts in spectral 

properties can also be compensated for by methods such as Wavelength Thermal Matching 

(WTM) [11]. When using WTM, a region of minimum variation with temperature on the 

LED spectrum is used for measurements.
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A recent review paper by Taib and Narayanaswamy details a number of LED-based 

systems for chemical sensing [12]. The most common use of LED's in chemical sensing 

has been with photometric methods, i.e. measurement of spectral attenuation of the LED 

by a sample. Traditionally incandescent sources and filters have been used for these tests. 

However this arrangement has inherent stability problems associated with filter 

degradation and bulb stability. Recently LED’s have been favored, as alternative tight 

sources, for the reasons outlined in section 2.3. Some examples of the use of LED’s in 

various chemical sensor arrangements are described here.

Worsfold et al. have produced numerous papers outlining the incorporation of LED's into 

on-line flow injection analysis (FIA) systems [13-15], The stability, long life and low 

power consumption of LED's make them ideal sources for on-line systems. Worsfold 

documents a nine month field trial of an on-line FIA system testing for nitrate in river 

water [16]. No problems were reported from the green LED used in this system. Kraus et 

al. utilise LED’s in their photometric comparator [17]. This hand-held device provides a 

binary output which tells if a sample is above or below a certain threshold. Several LED’s 

can easily be incorporated into a single FIA system to allow dual analyte detection, e.g. 

zinc & aluminium [18], dual wavelength referencing [19] and dual wavelength 

compensation for turbidity and refractive index effects [20]. Grattan et al. have also used 

dual wavelength referencing for their fibre optic based pH sensor [21], Small size and low 

power consumption make LED's ideal sources for a portable pH sensor for entro-gastric 

reflux detection as outlined by Baldini et al. [22], This fibre based device is inserted into 

the patients stomach via. the nasal cavity. The small size and low power consumption of 

the source allows the necessary instrumentation to be strapped to the patients body. 

Recently LED's have been used in a fluorometric process [23]. Here the LED excites 

fluorescence of a particular dye and then the concentration of analyte in the sample affects 

the intensity or lifetime of the emitted fluorescent intensity. Lasers were previously 

favored for fluorimetric techniques because of the high intensity and narrow bandwidths

2.5 LED's and Chemical Sensing
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required. However new high intensity LED’s are now proving suitable and this allows 

considerable simplification of the necessary instrumentation.

2.6 Conclusion

The principal performance characteristics of LED’s are their narrow bandwidth and 

stability compared to incandescent sources, their small size, long lifetimes and low power 

consumption. The output of LED’s is temperature sensitive but there are methods of 

compensating for these variations. The main features of LED’s mean that they are 

increasing used in favour of the traditional sources in chemical sensing applications.
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Chapter 3

Water Quality Monitoring using LED’s

3.1 Introduction

Chapter 2 contained a discussion of the operating principles of LED’s and their 

performance characteristics. This chapter discusses colorimetric techniques in detail and 

outlines the use of LED’s in these tests. The Beer/Lambert Law is discussed and this 

yields the equations necessary for calculating concentrations in a colorimetric method. It 

also gives the criteria for a suitable source in these tests. Details are also given on scatter 

and turbidity and a method of measuring turbidity is outlined.

3.2 The Beer/Lambert Law

When a beam of radiation passes through a sample, photons can be removed by absorption 

or scattering. Absorption occurs when the photon is removed and its energy converted to 

another form of energy. Absorption is the basis of colorimetric measurements and is 

discussed in the next section. The Beer/Lambert Law, or Beer’s Law, describes the 

intensity of radiation as it passes through a sample. It can be stated in the following ways:

I = Io 10 ( abc) Eq. 3.1

A = Logio(Io/I) = abc Eq. 3.2

where I is the intensity after passing through the sample, Io is the incident intensity, a is the 

absorptivity (L g' 1 cm'1) of the sample, b is the path length (cm) of sample through which

the radiation passes and c is the concentration (g L'1) of the absorbing species contained in

the sample. A is the absorbance or optical density, OD, of the sample itself. It can be 

seen from Eq. 3.2 that A increases linearly with concentration or path length Another 

parameter commonly used is the tranmittance T, and it is the ratio of the tranmitted power 

to incident power, or I/I0.
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In some situations absorbance varies in a non-linear manner with respect to concentration. 

True deviations from Beer’s Law, where the absorptivity of the absorbing species in the 

sample actually changes, occur in systems where the concentration of the absorbing 

species is so high that the index of refraction for the absorbed radiation is changed [28] 

Apparent deviations occur when Beer’s Law is not obeyed, although the absorptivity has 

not changed. Such apparent deviations may occur due to chemical limitations or 

instrumental limitations. Chemical limitations may occur at high concentrations as 

chemical composition of a sample may change, due to association, dissociation, or reaction 

of the absorbing species with the solvent, resulting in non-linearity in the measured 

absorbance [29], There follows a discussion of instrumental limitations. Beer’s law is 

strictly true only for monochromatic radiation. However, all optical sources are 

polychromatic to some extent. This fact causes an instrumental limitation to Beer’s law. 

The extent of the deviation depends upon the source used, but also upon the attenuation 

spectrum of the sample in question. Consider the following example: [30]

(i) X

dA.

(Ü) (iii)

A

Using X
A

Concentration Concentration

Fig. 3.2.a Effect of Finite Bandwidth on Measured Absorbance
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In Fig. 3.2.a (i), a typical attenuation curve is shown where C/2 represents a sample half 

the concentration of C.

Consider a beam comprising of two wavelengths, X' and X”. Assuming that Beer’s Law 

applies for each of these individually, the following equations hold [31].

A' = logio(I'o/I) = a'bc 
or

i y r  = io a,bc

Similarly, for X"

I"o/T = 10 a',bc

where a' and a" are the the absorptivities at wavelengths X' and X", respectively. When an 

absorbance measurement is made with radiation comprising only these two wavelengths, 

the initial intensity of the beam is given by (I' 0  + I"o), and the intensity after passing 

through the sample is (I' + 1"). Therefore the measured absorbance AM is:

AM = Log10((ro + ro ) /( r  + r ) )

which can also be written as:

Am = Logiod'o + I"o) - Loglo(I'o * 1 0  ^  + I" 0  * 1 0  a"bc)

When a' = a", this simplifies to Am = a'bc, which is the case for monochromatic radiation, 

i.e. Beer’s Law. However, the relationship between AM and concentration is no longer 

linear when the absorptivities differ, and it has been shown by Skoog and West [32] that 

greater departures from linearity are experienced with increased differences between a' and 

a". This derivation can be expanded to include additional wavelengths; the effect remains 

the same. Consider now the wavelength band X, of bandwidth dA,, in Fig. 3.2.a (i). As 

this band coincides with the peak of the absorption curve, the absorptivity is relatively 

constant across the band. When this band is used to measure the absorbance, there is little
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deviation from Beer’s Law and a linear calibration curve is obtained, as shown in 

Fig. 3.2.a (ii). Hence, for a polychromatic source, Beer’s Law is closely approximated 

when the absorptivity does not vary considerably across the wavelength band. However, 

the absorptivity varies considerably across wavelength band Y, also of bandwidth dA,. 

When this band is used, at higher concentrations departures from Beer’s Law occur and a 

typical resulting calibration curve is shown in Fig. 3.2.a (iii).

An additional advantage of using wavelength band X, as opposed to band Y, is that it 

coinincides spectrally with the absorbance peak of the sample and hence has a greater 

sensitivity compared to band Y.

When choosing a source for a colorimetric method, the most suitable source is one with 

maximium sensitivity, and minimum variation of the samples absorptivity across the 

bandwidth of the source. Consider again Fig. 3.2.a (i). This shows that to satisfy the 

above criteria, the most suitable source is one whose centre wavelength coincides with the 

peak of the absorption curve and whose bandwidth is less than the width of the absorption 

curve. In this way sensitivity is maximised and deviations from Beer’s Law are minimised.

3.3 Colorimetric Techniques

3.3.1 Sample Treatment

Colorimetric techniques for water quality analysis were mentioned in section 1.4. The use 

of pyrocatechol violet (PCV) for the detection of aluminium is examined here as a 

representative test for water monitoring. PCV complexes with Al3+, giving a colloidal lake 

which has an absorbance maximum at 589 nm [33]. Samples are generally pre-treated 

before PCV is added. Addition of acid to the sample brings all the aluminium present to 

the same oxidation state (i.e. Al3+) and brings soluble aluminium such as residual floe into 

solution so that it can be measured. The interference of ferric iron can be masked by the 

reduction of Fe(III) to Fe(II), by the addition of hydroxylamine hydrochloride and by
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subsequent chelation of Fe(II) with orthophenanthroline [34], The colour developed by 

the PCV-A1 complex depends also upon pH and the optimum value is 6.1. The acid 

treated sample is usually buffered to ensure the correct pH value.

The above chemicals can be diluted with de-ionised water to form reagent solutions. This 

simplifies the design of an on-line device for aluminium monitoring as reagents are more 

easily measured, delivered and mixed compared with solid chemicals. One such device is 

the RC100 on-line monitor for iron and aluminium produced by Aztec Environmental 

Control Ltd, Didcot, Oxon 0X11 7HR, UK. The procedure used in this device for testing 

samples for aluminium content using PCV is as follows. Initially acid reagent is added to 

the sample. The acid reagent contains 5N hydrochloric acid, hydroxylamine 

hydrochloride, 1,10 phenanthroline and polyoxyethylene 23 lauryl ether. Buffer reagent, 

of pH 6.1, consisting of anhydrous acetate, sodium hydroxide and formaldehyde is then 

added. Finally the colour reagent is added. This contains pyrocatechol violet and 

formaldehyde. For the reagents used, a 5:1:1:1 volume ratio is required between the 

sample:acid:buffer:colour [35]. Hence, within this device, to 10 ml of sample, 2ml of acid 

reagent is added, then 2 ml of buffer reagent and then 2 ml of colour reagent [36]. 

Fig. 3.3.l.a  shows the resulting spectral attenuation of two samples treated in this way. 

The blank is a sample of de-ionised water which is assumed to contain no aluminium. The 

standard is a sample containing 200 |_Lg L' 1 of aluminium. Included in this figure is the 

spectral output of a yellow LED with its peak wavelength at 592 nm and spectral 

bandwidth of 30 nm.
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W avelength / nm

Fig. 3.3.1.a S p e c t r a l  A t t e n u a t io n  f o r  t w o  A lu m in iu m -P V C  S a m p le s , T o g e th e r  
w it h  a  Y e l l o w  LED  S p e c tr u m

3.3.2 Calculating Concentrations

By measuring the optical density of the PCV-aluminium sample, at 589 nm, one can 

deduce the aluminium concentration from Beer’s Law. The LED shown in Fig. 3.3. l.a has 

a peak wavelength sufficiently close to this point to make it a suitable source. It can be 

seen that the absorptivity varies across the bandwidth of the LED and one can expect 

deviations from Beer’s Law when using this source. Once the optical density has been 

measured, the concentration c can be calculated from a knowledge of the path length b, 

and the absorptivity a. Another method, which does not require knowledge of the 

absorptivity value, is to use a calibration curve. Optical density is measured over a range of 

samples of known concentration. These values are then used to generate a regression 

equation which relates A to c. Knowledge of the optical density of an unknown sample 

can then yield the unknown concentration. If the optical density change is linear over a
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certain range then two points can be used to generate this equation. This is known as a 

two point linear calibration.

A blank (BL) sample is usually the lower concentration of a two point calibration. The 

upper concentration, known as the standard (STD, 200 (ig L' 1 in this case), must be 

chosen so that it lies within the linear range of the test in question. The following two 

equations yield the unknown concentration of the sample (SPL).f

S =  K (O D spl - O D bl) Eq. 3.3

K =  —   Eq. 3.4
O D std - O D bl

where S is the concentration of analyte, in pg L'1, in the unknown sample. K is known as 

the Calibration Constant and is the reciprocal of the slope of the calibration curve. O D Spl is 

the optical density of the sample of unknown concentration and O D Std &  O D Bl  are the 

optical densities of the standard and blank, respectively. The figure 200, in Eq. 3.5 

corresponds to the 200 (ig L“1 concentration of the standard.

3.3.3 Other Colorimetric Tests

In sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 the used of a yellow LED to test for A1 in the aluminium- 

pyrocatechol violet reaction was discussed. There are a large number of colorimetric 

techniques for monitoring water quality and many of these have absorption maxima which 

overlap LED output spectra. Included is a list of some examples:

r The full derivation of these equations is included in Appendix A
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Analyte Reagent Wavelength /nm Reference #

A i(n i) PCV 592 (Yellow) 37
Cu(ll) Neo-cuproine 440 (Blue) 38
Fe(H) TPTZ 592 (Yellow) 39

Manganese Formaldoxime 440(Blue) 40
Nitrate NINED + sulphanilamide 565 (Green) 41

Phosphate ANSA 660 (Red) 42
Zinc Xylenol Orange 580 (Yellow) 43

The spectral attenuation curves for some of the above tests are shown in Fig. 3.3.3.a. 

These spectra were measured in the course of this project. In all cases, the blank is a de

ionised water sample containing no analyte and the standard is a sample of known 

concentration. Included with each example is the output spectrum of an LED suitable as a 

source for that test.

It can be seen that the phosphate reaction has a very broad attenuation spectrum. The 

choice of a red LED as a source is arbitrary. A different source (e.g. green or IR LED) 

would have a similar performance in this test. Sample colour is conventionally determined 

at 400 nm [44]. No reagents are required in this test. The calculations are the same as 

outlined by equations 3.4 and 3.5. Colour standards are conventionally prepared from 

platinum-cobalt and the units of colour are mg L' 1 of Pt-Co, or Hazen. The LED shown in 

Fig. 3.3.2.a has a peak wavelength of 420 nm. As no LED with a peak at 400 nm 

currently exists, this is the most suitable LED as a source for colour measurement.
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3.4 Turbidity Measurement

3.4.1 Scatter Theory

In section 3.2 it was stated that photons may be removed from a beam by either absorption 

or scattering. Scattering occurs when a photon interacts with a particle but the photon 

continues to propagate in a random direction after the interaction. The photon has been 

removed from the beam but may re-enter at a later stage. When absorption and scattering 

occur in a sample, Beer’s law changes as follows:

where a  is the total attenuation coefficient, a is the absorptivity and s is the scatter 

coefficient. All other parameters have the same meaning, as outlined by Eqs. 3.1 to 3.3. 

The two main scattering processes are Rayleigh and Mie scattering.

Rayleigh Scattering: This process occurs when the size of the particles is much smaller 

than the wavelength of the light. In this case the scattered flux density is directly 

proportional to the fourth power of the driving frequency [45], or equivalently:

In normal conditions, with real samples taken from rivers and lakes etc, the scattering 

particles are larger than the wavelength of radiation and Rayleigh scattering plays a small 

overall affect.

Mie Scattering: This type of scattering occurs when the particles are comparable in size 

to the wavelength of the radiation. Mie scattering is a more complicated phenomenon than 

Rayleigh scattering. Models have been derived which describe the scattering in a sample

I = I0  10 ('“bc)

A = Logio(Io/I) = abc 

a  = a + s

Eq. 3.5 

Eq. 3.6 

Eq. 3.7

Eq. 3.9
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due to equivalent spheres [46]. However, in a real sample the scattering particles are 

generally heterogeneous and non-spherical. This means that they scatter light in random 

directions because of their random shape and orientation.

3.4.2 Measuring Turbidity

Turbidity in samples is caused by suspended matter, such as clay, silt and particles of 

biological origin. Turbidity is an expression of the optical property that causes light to be 

scattered and absorbed rather than transmitted in straight lines through the sample [47], 

Turbidity has a large positive interference in a colorimetric process as it increases the 

measured optical density due to the larger value of a, as described by Eqs. 3.6 and 3.9. 

The majority of samples have some level of turbidity and no standard method exists for the 

removal of, or compensation for this turbidity. Turbidity is generally measured by 

measuring the intensity of the light scattered in a particular direction, (e.g. forward/back 

scattered or scattered at right angles). However, because of the random nature of 

scattering from larger particles, the measured turbidity is very sensitive to the orientation 

of the optical components. This leads to poor reproducibility between turbidimeters of 

different designs. The standard design for turbidimeters for low turbidity measurement is 

the Nephelometric design as this configuration is relatively unaffected by small changes in 

design parameters [48], In this method the scattered signal is measured at right angles to 

the direction of the incident beam. The unit of turbidity is the nephelometric turbidity unit, 

(NTU). Another problem giving rise to bad reproducibility is the difficulty in generating 

consistent standard solutions for turbidimeter calibration. Formazin is currently used to 

produce standards but at low levels (e.g. 10 NTU) the stability of these standards is less 

than one day. Recently a suspension of styrene divinylbenzene beads has been developed 

and this shows much improved stability and reproducibility [49]. The calibration and use 

of a turbidimeter is similar to that of a colorimetric device. However this time the 

scattered signal intensity is measured rather than the sample optical density. The following 

equations illustrate this point:
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S =  K ( V spl -  V BL) Eq. 3.10

K =  —  Eq. 3.11
V s T D  -  VBL

where S is the sample turbidity in NTU, K is the turbidity calibration constant, VSPL is the 

scattered signal from the sample and VStd & VBl are the scattered signals from the 

standard and blank, respectively. The 20 in Eq. 3.11 represents the turbidity of the 

standard.

There is almost no wavelength dependence on the scattered signal from a real sample [50]. 

Hence an LED with any peak wavelength may be used to measure turbidity. For turbidity 

values below 5 NTU the scattered signal intensity is very low and in this situation a high 

intensity source is required. GaAs infra-red LED’s with large output intensities 

(>100 mW) are relatively inexpensive and are therefore suitable.

3.5 Conclusion

Beer’s law was discussed and a method derived for determination of analyte concentration 

in a sample when using a colorimetric process. Based on their spectral outputs, LED’s 

were shown to be suitable sources in several of these tests. In certain tests deviations from 

Beer’s Law may occur at high concentrations, due to the finite bandwidth of the LED. 

Scatter and turbidity were also discussed and a method of measuring turbidity, suitable for 

an LED source, was detailed.
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Chapter 4

Experimental - Bench Top Measurements

4.1 Introduction

In Chapter 3 colorimetric techniques were discussed. LED’s were discussed as suitable 

sources in these measurements. This chapter outlines a number experiments carried out to 

determine the performance characteristics of LED’s as sources in monitoring water quality 

parameters. The tests were carried out on a bench top system and sample pre-treatment 

was performed manually. The final section discusses the incorporation of an LED into a 

commercial on-line monitor, replacing a filter and white light bulb. The performance 

characteristics of the monitor with both sources were compared.

4.2 Colorimetric Measurements

Results quoted in this section and section 4.3 do not include limit of detection or 

repeatability. These are omitted because manual sample preparation and treatment involve 

the largest errors in repeated measurements on a single sample. Therefore a limit of 

detection or repeatability measurement would reflect this error rather than a measurement 

variation due to instrumentation.

4.2.1 Bench-Top System

The two lenses used each had a focal length of 25 mm. The detector used was a medium 

area silicon photodiode. Cuvettes of varying path lengths (e.g. 1, 2 and 4 cm) were used, 

as required by the particular colorimetric reaction. The LED’s were powered using a 

continuous current source and the detector was connected to a voltmeter.
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The experimental set-up for absorption measurements is shown in Fig. 4.2.l.a.

Lens Holder Lens Holder

Cuvette

K ..„

Î

i
.......> c

LED r 1
Cuvette Holder Detector

Fig. 4.2.1.a  LED SYSTEM FOR ABSORPTION MEASUREMENTS

4.2.2 Sample Preparation and Treatment

All reagent used were provided by Aztec Environmental Control Ltd. The test samples 

were prepared from 1000 ppm stock solutions. For example, a stock solution of 

aluminium nitrate nonahydrate in a nitric acid base, (A1(N03)3.9H20 in HN03(0.6M)), was 

used to prepare aluminium standard solutions. The procedure was as follows. Given that 

1 mL of 1000 ppm solution has an A1 content of 1 mg, 10 mL of this solution diluted with 

de-ionised water to 1 L gives a solution of 10 mg L'1. If 20 mL of this solution is further 

diluted to 1 L, this gives a 200 fig L' 1 solution. Samples of varying concentrations were 

prepared in this manner.

Using aluminium as an example again, the procedure for treating the above samples was as 

follows. Using individual pipettes, 40 mL of sample was added to a beaker. Then 8  mL of 

acid, buffer and colour reagent were added in turn. In this way the required 5:1:1:1 

volume ratio between sample and reagents was achieved. Colour was allowed to develop 

in the sample for ten minutes.
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Cuvettes were filled with the samples treated as outlined in the last section, and their 

optical densities were measured using the LED system. A typical calibration curve 

obtained for aluminium samples prepared and treated in the above manner is shown in 

Fig. 4.2.3.a.

4.2.3 Evaluation of Yellow LED as Source for Aluminium Measurement

Aluminium Concentration / (xg L' 1 

Fig. 4.2.3.a C a l ib r a t io n  C u r v e s  f o r  A lu m in iu m  u s in g  1&2 cm  P a t h  L e n g th s .

It can be seen that both curves become non-linear at higher concentrations, for reasons 

outlined in section 3.3. The Linear Fit lines represent a linear fit to the initial linear part of 

each curve. The larger slope of the 2 cm cuvette indicates the greater sensitivity for longer 

path lengths accompanied however, by a corresponding reduction in linear range. Hence 

there is a compromise between sensitivity and linear range. The measured optical densities 

were then applied to Eqns. 3.4 and 3.5 and a comparison of calculated and actual 

concentrations is plotted in Fig. 4.2.3.b.
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Aluminium Concentration /  ng L'1

Fig. 4.2.3.b C a l c u l a t e d  C o n c e n t r a t io n  V s. A c t u a l  C o n c e n t r a t io n  f o r  
A lu m in iu m  S a m p le s , u s in g  1 &  2 cm  C u v e t t e s .

In Chapter 3 it was stated that deviations from Beer’s Law can be expected at high 

concentrations when using certain sources in certain colorimetric tests. This deviation 

from linearity can be seen in Figs. 4.2.3.a and 4.2.3.b. In Chapter 3 equations were also 

given for calculating concentrations in a colorimetric test based on a linear two point 

calibration, (i.e. Eqs. 3.3 and 3.4). Figs. 4.2.3.a shows that using the yellow LED as a 

source, the measured optical density changes linearly, up to a certain sample 

concentration. For both path lengths used the concentration of the standard (i.e. 

200 |ig L'1) was within the linear range. Hence, when using a two point linear 

calibration, within a certain concentration range a yellow LED is a suitable source for 

quantitative analysis of aluminium in samples using a pyrocatechol violet colorimetric 

technique.
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Experiments similar to those outlined in the last two sections were also carried out on the 

iron, manganese, phosphate and colour tests. A brief summary of these results follows.

Iron

The yellow LED used for aluminium measurements was also used for iron. A 2 cm 

cuvette was used. The three reagents used were acid reagent (R l), buffer reagent (R2) 

and colour reagent (R3). The reagent/sample volume ratio, between sample:Rl:R2:R3, 

was 5:1:1:1. Colour developed instantly on addition of the colour reagent. The resulting 

calibration curve is shown in Fig. 4.2.4.a.

Manganese

A blue LED with a peak wavelength of 450 nm and a bandwidth of 55 nm was used for 

manganese measurements. A 4 cm cuvette was used. The three reagent used were alkali 

reagent (Rl), complexing reagent (R2) and colour reagent (R3). The reagent/sample 

volume ratio, between sample:Rl:R2:R3, was 20:3:1:1. Colour developed in two minutes. 

The resulting calibration curve is shown in Fig. 4.2.4.b.

Ph osphate (as P)

A red LED with a peak wavelength of 662 nm and a bandwidth of 32 nm was used for 

phosphate measurements. A 2 cm cuvette was used. The three reagents used were acid 

reagent (Rl), conditioning reagent (R2) and colour reagent (R3). The reagent/sample 

volume ratio, between sample:Rl:R2:R3, was 5:1:1:1. Colour developed in ten minutes. 

The resulting calibration curve is shown in Fig. 4.2.4.C.

Colour

A blue LED with a peak wavelength of 420 nm and a bandwidth of 70 nm was used for 

colour measurements. A 4 cm cuvette was used. No reagents are required for colour 

measurement. Samples were not filtered before measurement. The resulting calibration 

curve is shown in Fig. 4.2.4.d.

4.2.4 Other Colorimetric Tests
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Iron Concentration / n.g L'1 

Fig. 4.2.4.a C a l ib r a t io n  C u r v e  f o r  I r o n , 2  cm  C u v e t t e ,  Y e l l o w  LED  a s  S o u r c e

Manganese Concentration /ppb

Fig. 4.2.4.b C a l ib r a t io n  C u r v e  f o r  M a n g a n e s e ,  4 cm  C u v e t t e ,  B lu e  LED a s  
S o u r c e
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Phosphate Concentration / mg L'1

F ig . 4.2 .4 .C  C a l ib r a t io n  C u r v e  f o r  P h o s p h a te  (a s  P), 2 cm  C u v e t t e ,  R ed  LED a s
S o u r c e

Linear Fit

Colour /Hazen

Fig. 4.2.4.d C a l ib r a t io n  C u r v e  f o r  C o l o u r ,  4 cm  C u v e t t e ,  B l u e  LED a s  S o u r c e
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The following table summarises the results of the previous three sections.

Sensitivity 

Aluminium 1.15 * 10' 3 a.u./|Xg L' 1

Colour

Iron

Manganese

Phosphate

1.3 * 10' 3 a.u./Hazen 

3.0 * IO- 4  a.u. /(.ig  L 1

5.7 * IO4  a.u. ¡\ig L 1

Linear Range

0—>230 îg L' 1 

0—>160 Hazen 

0—>750 [ig L 1 

0->75 ng L' 1

1.49 * 104  a.u. /|ig L' 1 0—>2.25 * 10' 3 [Lg L 1

The above table and preceding graphs show the linear range and sensitivities of LED’s as 

sources in various colorimetric tests. Based on these results it was decided to design a 

sensor system for monitoring water quality parameters, incorporating a range of LED 

sources and using colorimetric tests for the above parameters. The design and testing of 

this system is discussed in the next two chapters. In the next chapter a modular sensor 

head is introduced and the above figures were relevant in choosing the range of path 

lengths when designing the cell.
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4.3 Turbidity Measurements

4.3.1 Bench-Top System

The experimental set-up for turbidity measurements is shown below in Fig. 4.3.l.a.

0 :0  O J
Function

Generator

Lockin
Amplifier

IR LED

4 cm Circular Cell

Detector
and

Pre-Amplifier

Fig 4.3.1.a LED System for Turbidity Measurement

The collimating and collection lenses each had a focal length of 25 mm. The sample cell 

used was a glass walled circular cell with 4 cm internal diameter. The LED used was of 

GaAs type with a peak wavelength of 880 nm and a maximum output power of 

20 mW. The LED was modulated at 450 Hz using a function generator and a lockin 

amplifier was used at the detection stage. This was nesessary because of the low intensity 

of the scatter signals from samples of low turbidity. The detector used was a medium area 

silicon photodiode. The detector and its pre-amplifier were combined onto a single PCB
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board so as to reduce electrical noise pick-up between detector and lockin amplifier. The 

detection optics were enclosed to prevent scattered light, other than that from the sample, 

reaching the detector. Even with this precaution, a small amount of stray scattered light 

did reach the detector and this can be seen, in Fig. 4.3. l.b, in the non-zero scattered signal 

value for a sample with no turbidity , i.e. 0 NTU.

Two stock solutions were used to prepare samples. Formazine was used to prepare 

samples of turbidity 10 NTU and greater. Because of the instability of formazine 

solutions, especially at low NTU values, AEPA-1 stock solution from Advanced Polymer 

Systems [51], was used for the preparation of samples of turbidity 5 NTU and lower. The 

stock solutions had turbidity values of 4000 NTU and 200 NTU, respectively. For 

example 5 mL of 4000 NTU stock solution was diluted with de-ionised water to 1 L to 

produce a 20 NTU sample.

The response of the LED system to increasingly turbid samples is shown in Fig. 4.3. Lb.

Turbidity/ NTU

F ig. 4 .3 .1 .b S c a t t e r e d  S ig n a l  V s. T u rb id ity  f o r  LED S ystem
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It can be seen that the detected signal becomes non-linear above 400 NTU. This occurs 

because the scattered signal is increasingly attenuated by the sample as the turbidity 

increases and hence the detected signal decreases. Samples of turbidity less than 1 NTU 

were also tested and the smallest turbidity change measureable was 0.1 NTU.

For absorption measurements, the sensitivity and limit of detection is influenced by the 

path length of cell used. For turbidity measurements, however, these factors are mainly 

influenced by the intensity of the source. For example, increasing the source output 

increases the scattered signal for a particular intensity. This effectively raises the 

sensitivity as a bigger scattered signal change occurs. It also increases the signal-to-noise 

ratio (and reduces the standard deviation) of a blank signal and hence lowers the limit of 

detection.

4.4 Combined Colour and Turbidity Measurements

Any sample has two associated colour values which are called the apparent and true 

colour. The true colour is that which is measured after the turbidity has been removed, 

usually by filtration to remove suspended solids. If the initial sample has very low turbidity 

then the true and apparent colour are the same. As already mentioned in section 3.3.1, 

turbidity has a large positive influence on a colorimetric process. Later in the chaper in 

section 4.5, colour correction is discussed as a method of overcoming natural colour or 

turbidity in samples. This section discusses experiments made to investigate the 

interference of turbidity on colour measurements, and vice versa.

4.4.1 Bench-Top System

The experimental set-up for combined colour and turbidity measurements is shown in Fig. 

4.4 .l.a. The set-up for turbidity measurements was the same as previously outlined in the 

last section. A blue LED was placed in line with the detector to enable sample colour to
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be determined. Both LED’s were modulated and lockin detection was used. The switch 

was used to select the LED required and, as only one LED was on at any one time, there 

was no interference between the two sources.

Function
Generator

and 
Pre-Amplifier

F ig . 4 .4 .1 .a  E x p e r im e n t a l  S et-u p  for  C o m b in e d  Co lo u r  a n d  T u r bid ity  
M e a su r e m e n t s

4.4.2 Interference of Colour on Turbidity

A colour sample was prepared and placed in the cell and the signals from the blue and IR 

LED’s recorded. Increasing amounts of formazine (4000 NTU stock solution) were then 

added to the sample to raise its turbidity and the colour and turbidity signals were recorded
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at each point. As very small volumes of formazine were required, the dilution of the 

colour sample was ignored. This was repeated for different colour samples.

CÜc
S?
CO
■o
0 )
£a*
»

8 -

7 -

6 -

5 -

4 :
3 -(
2 -

1-

Ÿ v

20
T T
40 60

C o lo u r /H a zen

80

*  20NTU

X 10NTU

o 5 NTU

Blank
I

100

Fig. 4.4.2.a I n t e r f e r e n c e  o f  C o l o u r  o n  T u r b id i t y  S a m p le s

Fig. 4.4.2.a shows the effect of increasing colour in turbidity samples. It can be seen that 

the scattered signal from each sample, (i.e. 0, 5, 10 & 20 NTU), remains approximately 

constant as the colour of that sample is increased from 0 Hazen to 100 Hazen. Colour 

samples have zero attenuation in the infra-red (see Fig. 3.3.3.a) and hence the infra-red 

signal is un-attenuated by the increasing colour.

4.4.3 Interference of Turbidity on Colour Measurement

In Chapter 3 it was stated that turbidity has a large positive interference on absorption 

measurements and this effect is investigated in this section. The sample preparation and 

experimental procedure were similar to those outlined in section 4.4.2 in that, while
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measuring colour and turbidity, the turbidity of a colour sample was gradually increased by 

the addition of turbidity stock solution. The results are shown in Fig. 4.4.3.a.

Turbidity/ NTU

F ig . 4 .4 .3 .a  In t e r f e r e n c e  o f  T u r b id it y  o n  Co l o u r  M e a su r e m en t

It can be seen from Fig. 4.4.3.a that the optical density of a sample changes linearly as the 

turbidity is increased. The large positive interference of turbidity on colour can be seen in 

the dramatic increase in sample optical density with increasing sample turbidity. Therefore 

a small increase in turbidity causes a large increase in the apparent colour of a sample.

4.4.4 Turbidity Compensated Colour Measurements

The results presented in the last two sections showed that a sample’s optical density 

increases linearly with increasing turbidity and that turbidity is relatively independent of 

colour. These facts may be used to compensate for turbidity in colour measurements. 

Consider a sample which has both colour and turbidity. When the optical density of this 

sample is measured it has both a colour and turbidity contribution. By subtracting the 

turbidity contribution, the turbidity-compensated-colour, or true colour, can be obtained.
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This calculation requires Lhree calibration constants: one for colour and turbidity as 
outlined in Eqs. 3.5 and 3.12, and a third which converts a turbidity to an optical density. 
This is done by measuring the optical density of a sample of known turbidity. This optical 
density is then scaled by the turbidity of subsequent samples. By making the following 
measurements and then applying Eqs. 4.1 to 4.6, this procedure can be implemented.

M easured Signals 

Blue LED IR LED

Blank V, V2
Colour Standard (50 Hazen) V3
Turbidity Standard (20 NTU) V4 Vs
Sample Vc VT

Kc = -----— ----- Eq. 4.1Log Vi - Log V3

Kt = — — —  Eq. 4.2Vs - V2

K corr = (Log V i  - Log V 4) / 20 Eq. 4.3

C  = Kc.(Log Vi - Log Vc) Eq. 4.4

T = Kt.(Vt -V 2) Eq. 4.5

C corr = Kc.((Log V i  - Log V c) - ( K corr * T)) Eq. 4.6
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where Kc is the colour calibration constant, Kt is the turbidity calibration constant, K c o rr  

is the turbidity correction constant, C is the calculated colour, T is the calculated turbidity 
and C c o r r  is the calculated corrected colour.

In Eq. 4.6, the (K c o r r  * T) terra is the contribution to optical density of turbidity in the 
sample. This is subtracted from the measured sample optical density to give the corrected 
colour value. These equations were applied to the samples mentioned in section 4.4.3 and 
the result is shown in Fig. 4.4.4.a.
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Fig. 4.4.4.a T u r b id i t y  C o m p e n s a t e d  C o l o u r  M e a s u r e m e n t s

Fig. 4.4.4.a shows that the corrected colour remains relatively constant as turbidity is 
increased. Fig. 4.4.3.a shows the change in optical density of these samples with 
increasing turbidity, and the above figure shows that this interference has been reduced 
considerably. Errors in this method arise from the much larger contribution to optical 
density of turbidity compared with true colour. This can be seen in the variation in 
corrected colour for all the samples.
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4.5 incorporation of LED into an Existing On-line Monitor

A schematic diagram of the RC100 Residual Coagulant Monitor for aluminium or iron is 

shown in Fig. 4.5.a. This device is produced by Aztec Environmental Control Ltd.

Fig. 4.5.a S c h e m a t i c  D ia g r a m  o f  O n - l in e  M o n i t o r  f o r  A lu m in iu m  o r  I r o n

The optic cell/pump barrel is a cylindrical glass walled cell with 2 cm internal diameter. 

The piston moves up and down the pump barrel or optical cell. By opening or closing 

selected valves in the valve block, sample/reagents can be drawn individually into the cell 

or the cell contents pumped to or from the mixers. The required volume ratio between 

sample and reagents is achieved by controlling the distance the piston moves and hence the 

amount of sample/reagent drawn into the cell. The treated sample is mixed for ten minutes
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while colour develops. It is then drawn into the optical cell where its absorbance is 

measured. The monitor has an automatic two point calibration. For iron and aluminium, 

the lower concentration is a blank and the upper concentration is a 200 |ig L'1 sample. 

Eqs. 3.4 and 3.5 are then used to calculate the aluminium concentration in a sample. The 

onboard micro-computer controls the hardware and carries out the necessary calculations.

As the optical cell is also the pump barrel, the moving piston continually wipes the walls of 

the optic cell. Hence the device has in built cleaning which is important for long term on

line operation. The monitor also incorporates automatic sample dilution. Fig. 4.2.2.a 

shows that the Al-PCV reaction becomes non-linear at a certain point. This point for the 

filter and bulb used in the RC100 is -330 .̂g L 1. When the micro-computer detects a 

sample concentrations above this point, sample dilution is introduced. The sample is then 

diluted 2:1 with de-ionised water before being treated in the normal way. The calibration 

constant is automatically scaled by three to compensate for the dilution. This extends the 

linear range of the monitor to 1000 jj,g L'1, roughly three times the value it would be 

without sample dilution. The monitor also incorporates colour correction. This is a 

method of compensating for any natural colour or turbidity in the pre-treated sample. It is 

achieved in the following way. The optical density of the untreated sample is measured. 

The reagents are added and the optical density again measured. The sample optical density 

(O D spl in Eq. 3 .4 ) is defined as the difference between these two values. Therefore, only 

colour developed in the Al-PCV reaction is used in the calculation, and any natural colour 

present in the sample is omitted.

The optical source used is a white light incandescent bulb together with an interference 

filter. The optical components are shown in (i) of Fig 4.5.b. White light is passed through 

the sample with the filter allowing only the required bandwidth reach the detector. 

Positioning screws allow x-plane alignment of the detector and y-plane alignment of the 

bulb. The filter has a peak transmission wavelength of 592 nm and a bandwidth of 10 nm. 

There are several problems inherent in this optical configuration. Firstly the filter can 

delaminate over a period of time. This is the separation of the layers that form the filter
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and it results in a change its optical transmission characteristics. The output of the bulb 

decreases over its lifetime. The filament inside the bulb can also move with a resulting 

change in alignment of the optical system. A number of these problems would be 

overcome by replacing the bulb and filter with an LED. Hence the yellow LED mentioned 

earlier was incorporated into this monitor and the resulting performance characterised.

(i)
Pump Barrel/

Optic Cell

Detector
Holder

(Ü)

LED
Holder

+ 16V 
from PSU 
ofRClOO

Fig. 4.5.b I n c o r p o r a t i o n  o f  Y e l l o w  LED i n t o  RC100 M o n it o r ,  
(i) W it h  F i l t e r  &  B u lb ,  (n ) W it h  LED
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A holder was constructed so that the position of the LED in the sensor head corresponded 

with the former position of the bulb, as shown in Fig. 4.5.b (ii). This meant that no 

additional lenses were required to complete the optical system. The filter was removed 

from the sensor head. The power supply for the bulb (+16 V) was used to power the 

LED. This voltage was converted to a constant current using a constant current regulator 

(LM317).

The bandwidth (10 ran) of the filter used in the RC100 is narrower than the output 

spectrum (30 nm) of the yellow LED. This means that the calibration curves of the two 

sources differ for reasons outlined in section 3.2. The calibration curves for the RC100 

with filter and bulb and LED sources are shown in Fig. 4.5.c.

Aluminium Concentration/ng L‘1 

Fig. 4.5.c C a l i b r a t i o n  C u r v e s  f o r  RC100 w i t h  F i l t e r  &  B u l b  a n d  LED a s  S o u r c e s

It can be seen from Fig. 4.5.c that the filter and bulb has a higher sensitivity and higher 

linear range than the LED. However the increased output stability of the LED over the 

filter and bulb helps compensate for this reduced sensitivity and the overall performance is
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not adversely affected. The lower sensitivity of the LED also means a higher value for the 

calibration constant outlined in Eq. 3.5. The RC100 has several automatic tests 

incorporated into its operating software. One of these tests checks that the calibration 

constant is within a certain range. The calibration constant required for operation with the 

LED is outside this range and hence the operating software was changed to allow for this 

larger value. Fig. 4.5.d shows the output from the RC100 in both configurations. In 

addition, when using the LED, the operating software was adjusted to change the point at 

which switch over to sample dilution occurred from 330 ]±g L'1 to 230 |ig L *.

Aluminium Concentration / ng L'1 

F ig . 4.5.d R e s p o n s e  o f  RC100 w i t h  F i l t e r  &  B u lb  a n d  LED a s  S o u r c e s

It can be seen from Fig. 4.5.c that the measured values from the RC100 with LED are 

almost equal to the true values, in the range 0 —> 600 t̂g L 1. Beyond this point the system 

becomes non-linear. The linear range could be further extended by increasing the sample 

dilution ratio or by a reduction of the path length of the cell.
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Tests were also carried out with the system testing for iron. Again the LED showed a 

lower sensitivity and shorter linear range compared with the filter and bulb. However, as 

with aluminium, the performances of the system in both configurations compared 

favorably.

Independent tests were carried out by Aztec Ltd. at their site in Didcot. They replaced the 

filter and bulb arrangement in an RC100 and carried out long term stability tests on 

aluminium samples. The monitor ran continuously for a ten day period. Over this time it 

took one measurement per hour. All measurements were made on one sample of 

concentration 198 ^g L'1. The results are shown in Fig. 4.5.e.

Time / Hrs

Fig. 4.5.e L o n g  T e r m  S t a b i l i t y  T e s t s  o f  L E D  in  RC100, T e s t i n g  f o r  A lu m in iu m

The results shown in Fig. 4.5.e show a repeatability of 2% and a resolution of 0.3%, (see 

section 1.4.3). These figures are approximately equal to the technical specifications of the 

RC100 when operating with filter and bulb. The quoted figures for repeatability and
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resolution are 2% and 0.5% respectively. These results show that the LED could replace 
the filter and bulb source of the RC100.

4.6 Conclusion

LED’s were tested as sources in colorimetric tests for aluminium, iron, manganese, 
phosphate and colour. These tests revealed the linear range and sensitivity of LED’s as 
sources in these tests. In certain cases the linear range and sensitivity of the LED were 
lower than those of the conventional filter and bulb sources, but the LED was still deemed 
to be a suitable source within the linear range of concentrations. An infra-red LED was 
also used to measure turbidity by means of scatter from samples. The intensity of the LED 
used was not as high as white tight bulbs conventionally used to measure turbidity. For 
turbidity measurement sensitivity is related to intensity, hence, the LED was less sensitive 
than the conventional source, but the increased stability of the LED compensates for this 
loss of sensitivity. Investigations were made into the interference of colour in turbidity 
measurement and turbidity in colour measurement. Equations were derived for the 
compensation of turbidity in colour measurement. Finally, an LED was incorporated into 
an existing on-line colorimetric monitor and the performance of this system, with the LED 
source was determined. There was a reduction in linear range compared with the existing 
source. However other performance characteristics were not adversely affected by the 
incorporation of the LED. Problems of reduced linear range could be overcome by use of 
shorter path lengths. Hence LED’s were shown to be suitable sources for colorimetric 
tests and their incorporation into on-line monitors would overcome several of the 
problems associated with the existing sources, i.e. bulb and filter instability and filter 
delamination.
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Chapter 5

Modular Sensor Head

5.1 Introduction

In Chapter 4 a set of experiments which showed the suitability of LED’s as sources in a 
number of colorimetric tests was described in detail. In addition the performance of an 
LED which was tested in an on-line commercial colorimetric monitor was reported. Based 
on the results of these experiments it was decided to design a modular sensor head with a 
view to its use in a miniature system for monitoring a range of water quality parameters. 
This cell was tested in a computer-controlled system. The object of these tests was to 
determine the feasibility of using miniature optical components and a flow through cell to 
measure the absorbance of treated samples.

5.2 Modular Cell Design

The on-line system examined in Chapter 4 is limited to a single path length cell and a single 
source. Because the cell has a large volume it has considerable reagent consumption. It 
was shown in the last chapter that because of the different sensitivities of the various 
colorimetric tests, a range of possible path lengths would be necessary in a sensor 
employing all of these tests. Each test has its own source and a multi-analyte sensor would 
also have to incorporate a range of different sources. Miniaturisation of the sensor head 
allows miniaturisation of the complete sensor system, as well as reducing the amount of 
sample and reagents consumed and hence reduces the operating costs of the system. 
These were the motivations behind the design of the sensor head described here.

The range of path lengths was achieved by the modular design of the components making 
up the sensor head. The LED sources were incorporated into the control electronics and 
an optical fibre was used to deliver light to the sensor head. In this way, a range of 
sources was available by simply changing the fibre to the relevant LED connection at the
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control electronics. Miniaturisation was assisted by use of miniature lenses. The modular 
design of the sensor head is shown in Fig. 5.2.a.

/
Prism Holder - Aluminium

Fig. 5.2.a M o d u l a r  D e s ig n  o f  S e n s o r  H e a d

Three sample cells were constructed from nylon. The cell shown in Fig. 5.2.a has a path 
length of 4 cm for straight through transmission, without the prism, and is used for colour 
and turbidity measurements. Cells were also constructed of path length 2 and 1.5 cm. 
These cells were designed for absorption measurements only. Optional incorporation of 
the prism doubled the effective path length of each cell. In this way, the range of total 
path lengths available was 1.5, 2, 3, 4 and 8 cm. This range was chosen based on the 
sensitivities and linear ranges for the various tests as determined in Chapter 4. The sample
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outlet in the 1.5 cm cell was positioned directly opposite the inlet hole. This improved 
bubble rejection in the cell as bubbles floated to the top of the cell and out through the 
outlet. Glass windows were used between the sample cell and the lens or prism holders. 
Hence the sample encountered no metal parts in the sensor head. This is particularly 
relevant for the prevention of interferences when detecting metal ions in water. Rubber 
‘O-Rings’ on both sides of the glass windows were used to seal the cell.

5.3 Description of Computer-Controlled System

A schematic diagram of the computer-controlled system is shown in Fig 5.3.a with the 
sensor head configured for colour and turbidity measurements.

Fig. 5.3.a S c h e m a t i c  D ia g r a m  o f  C o m p u te r  C o n t r o l l e d  S y s t e m  C o n f ig u r e d  f o r  
C o l o u r  a n d  T u r b id i t y  M e a s u r e m e n t s
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There follows a description of the other components used in the computer-controlled 
system.

5.3.1 Optics

Each of the three lenses used was of the plano-convex type, with a focal length of 8 mm 
and diameter of 8 mm. The optical fibre used to deliver light from the LED’s to the cell 
had a glass core with a diameter of 1 mm and a numerical aperture of 0.49. The fibre was 
SMA-terminated and the cell had an SMA connection. An infra red LED (RS# 585-242) 
with a peak wavelength of 880 nm, a bandwidth of 20 nm and an output power of 20 m W  
was used for turbidity measurements. A blue LED (Ledtronics, California, U.S.A.) with a 
peak wavelength of 420 nm, a bandwidth of 70 nm and an output intensity of 1 m W  was 
used for colour measurements. A high intensity source is necessary to measure the 
scattered signals from samples of low turbidity, hence the infra red LED was incorporated 
into the sensor head, overcoming losses due to fibre coupling. The blue LED was located 
with the control electronics and the fibre was used to deliver the light to the cell. The 
prism used was a glass, right angle (90°) total internal reflection prism.

5.3.2 Sample Delivery

A peristaltic pump, Gilson Minipuls 3, was used to deliver samples to the cell. The sample 
delivery time of the system was ~90 seconds which corresponded to pumping 30 mLs of 
sample through the system. The volume of the sensor head itself is smaller than this 
required sample volume. The larger volume is required to flush the old sample from the 
cell. Reducing the cell volume would lower the response time and sample volume 
required. Increasing the pump rate would also decrease the response time.
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5.3.3 Electronics

A full description of the LED driver circuit is given in Appendix B. This circuit operates 
one of three LED’s at a time as determined by the computer. The current to the operating 
LED is modulated and a lockin amplifier is used at the detection stage. A full description 
of the detection circuit is given in Appendix C. The output from this circuit goes to the 
Analog to Digital Converter (ADC) of the Input/Output (I/O) card of the computer, a 
Bytronic MPIBM3 Multifunction I/O Card.

A software routine was written to measure the long term stability of the electronics. The 
sensor head was assembled but no sample was placed in the cell. The routine operated in 
the following way. The blue LED was switched on, and its intensity measured three times 
over a three minute interval. The blue LED was then switched off and the IR LED 
switched on and its intensity measured over a three minute interval. The values were 
written to a file and the whole procedure was repeated over a twenty four hour period. 
The relative standard deviations (RSD) of the blue and IR LED’s were 0.4% and 1.0%, 
respectively.

5.3.4 Software
The control software for the system was written in TurboC++. A listing is included in 
Appendix D. The software turned on/off the various LED’s. The computer also switched 
on/off the pump, and read the signal values from the detection circuit. The calculated 
values were displayed, in the form of a graph, on the computer screen and also saved to 
disk. Calculations of sample colour, turbidity and corrected colour were performed, based 
on the method outlined in sections 3.3.2 ,3.4.2 and 4.4.4. Fig. 5.3.4.a shows a flow chart 
of the control software for the combined colour and turbidity measurement system.
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Fig. 5.3.4.a F l o w  C h a r t  o f  C o m p u t e r  S o f t w a r e
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All reagents used were provided by Aztec Environment Control Ltd. A de-ionised water 
blank sample, a 50 Hazen colour standard and a 20 NTU turbidity standard were used to 
calibrate the system for colour and turbidity measurements.

5.4.1 Colour Measurements

Colour samples were prepared by dilution of a 500 Hazen stock solution as outlined in the 
last chapter. The sample colour was incremented by 10 Hazen at each change. The system 
response to colour is shown in Fig. 5.4.1.a. Colour samples have a low optical density and 
in order to maximise sensitivity the longest path length was used, i.e. 8 cm.

5.4 Results

Fig. 5.4.1.a S y s t e m  R e s p o n s e  t o  C o l o u r

The variations on the signal in Fig. 5.4. La, are due to air-bubbles in the cell. Air-bubbles 
entered the cell, obstructed the optical beam and therefore increased the measured colour 
until they were ejected from the cell. Without the interference of air-bubbles the system 
output is relatively steady, as can be seen from the 10, 30 and 50 Hazen regions. At a later
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stage in the experimental work it was discovered that this problem could be reduced 
considerably by proper sealing of the tubes comprising the deliver system, and by 
reduction of the internal diameters of the delivery tubes. The linear range for colour was 
found to be 80 Hazen with a limit of detection of 0.5 Hazen, a resolution of 1% and a 
repeatability of 1%. The measured turbidity is also included in Fig. 5.4. l.a. It can be seen 
that the turbidity remains approximately zero as the sample colour is increased. This 
shows that sample turbidity is almost independent of colour, as stated in section 4.4.2.

5.4.2 Turbidity Measurements

Turbidity samples were prepared by dilution of a 4000 NTU turbidity stock solution as 
outlined in the last chapter. The turbidity increments were 5 NTU. The system response 
to turbidity is shown in Fig. 5.4.2.a.

Reading #

Fig. 5.4.2.a S y s t e m  R e s p o n s e  t o  T u r b id i t y
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Included in Fig. 5.4.2.a is the measured colour. It can be see that the measured colour 
value increases dramatically as the sample turbidity increases. For example, for a sample 
turbidity of 20 NTU, the measured colour is 240 Hazen. This positive interference of 
turbidity on colour measurements was discussed in section 4.4.3 and a method of 
compensating for the interference was derived. This approach was pursued here and the 
outcome is described in section 5.4.3. The linear range for turbidity was found to be 50 
NTU with a limit of detection of 0.3 NTU, a resolution of 1% and a repeatability of 0.5%. 
In the last chapter in section 4.3 using the bench-top system, the linear range for turbidity 
was found to be 400 NTU. The reason for this large difference in linear range between the 
two systems is unknown by the author. The two systems have different optical 
configurations. For example, in the bench-top system the lenses used had a focal length of 
20 mm and a diameter of 25 mm. This meant a beam width -15 mm in the sample and the 
equivalent collection optics dimensions. However in the configuration discussed here, the 
beam width and collection optics had a dimension of -4 mm. Hence the sensing area in 
the sample was smaller and this may account for the reduced linear range.

5.4.3 Turbidity Compensated Colour Measurements

In section 4.4.4 equations were derived for the compensation of turbidity in colour 
measurement. These equations were incorporated into the control software for the 
system. This section investigates this compensation by measuring the colour of an 
increasingly turbid colour sample. A 20 Hazen solution was prepared and placed in the 
sample reservoir. The system was started and as colour and turbidity was measured, 
increasing amounts of 4000 NTU stock solution were added to the sample to increase its 
turbidity. The results from this test are shown in Fig. 5.4.3.a
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R eading #

Fig. 5.4.3.a T u r b id i t y  C o m p e n s a t e d  C o l o u r  M e a s u r e m e n t s

Again, the variation on the signals in Fig. 5.4.3.a is mainly due to air bubbles in the cell. 
At a turbidity of 20 NTU, the measured colour is -250 Hazen. Using the compensation 
approach the corrected colour is recorded to be -15 Hazen, a discrepancy of 5 Hazen 
from the known value. When the sample turbidity value is zero, the measured colour and 
corrected colour have the same value. The approximately constant value of corrected 
colour in Fig. 5.4.3.a show that the interference of turbidity on colour measurements can 
be reduced considerably.

5.4.4 Additional Colorimetric Tests

The last section showed that the modular cell could be used to measure colour and 
turbidity. Experiments were also carried out with the cell on the colorimetric tests for iron 
and aluminium. This required the use of different path lengths and changing the LED 
source. The IR LED was removed and the yellow LED mentioned in the previous chapter
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replaced the blue LED. The software was changed so that the yellow LED remained ‘on’ 
throughout the measurement procedure. No switching between LED’s was required. All 
samples were pre-treated manually, as outlined in section 4.2.2. An typical system 
response is given in Fig. 5.4.4.a. These results were obtained for iron samples. The 
concentration increment at each point was 100 (ig L'1. A 4 cm cell was used, based on the 
sensitivity of this reaction as determined in Chapter 3.

Reading #

Fig. 5.4.4.a S y s t e m  R e s p o n s e  t o  I r o n  S a m p le s ,  Y e l l o w  LED a s  S o u r c e ,  4 c m  C e l l

It can be seen from Fig. 5.4.4.a that at a concentration of 400 |ig L'1 the system output is 
~390 [ig L'1, that is, the system is becoming non-linear. The limit of detection was 
measured to be 8 fig L'1 with a repeatability and resolution of 1.5% and 1.5%, 
respectively. The tests were repeated using a 2 cm path length cell. This doubled the 
effective linear range but increased the limit of detection, repeatability and resolution.
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The following is a summary of results obtained from the computer based sensor system 
outlined in this chapter.

5.4.5 Summary of Results

Path Limit of
Length/cm Detection

Linear Repeatability Resolution 
Range / % / %

Colour

Turbidity

8 0.5 Hazen 
0.3 NTU

80 Hazen 
50 NTU

1

0.3

Iron 2

4
14 |ig V  

8 |ig L*1
750 ng L’1 
400 |ig L 1

2

1.5
2

1.5

Aluminium 6 (J.g L'1 200 Hg L'1 1.2

5.5 Conclusion

In this chapter a modular design flow through cell was introduced. Using a computer 
based system, the cell was tested for absorption and scatter measurements. The modular 
cell achieved most of its objectives, i.e. versatility and miniaturisation. Measurements 
were made using a range of path lengths and colorimetric tests requiring different sources 
were tested with the cell. The sensor head was also miniaturised. However compared to 
the sensor head of the on-line monitor presented in Chapter 4, the sample volume required 
was not reduced considerably. Although the volume of the sensor head was reduced, an 
amount of sample volume is required to flush the old sample from the cell. In the next 
chapter this sensor head will be used in a portable stand alone system capable of 
monitoring a range of water quality parameters.
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Chapter 6

Portable LED-Based System

In the last chapter the use of a modular sensor head was described. These experiments 
showed that the combination of miniature optical components, fibre optic links and LED’s 
could produce a compact, versatile flow through sensor head for absorption and turbidity 
measurements. As a further development of this it was decided to miniaturise a complete 
system and to produce a fully portable, versatile, stand-alone unit. This system 
incorporates a full sample/reagent delivery system based around a four channel peristaltic 
pump. System control and calculations of analyte concentrations are performed by 
dedicated electronics. The sensor performance was characterised for measurement of 
aluminium, iron, manganese, phosphate and sample colour and turbidity.

6.1 Introduction

6.2 Description of Set-up

A schematic diagram of the portable LED based system is shown in Fig. 6.2.a.
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In the last chapter the modular sensor head was tested in a computer controlled system. 
The computer controlled the hardware and carried out the necessary calculations. Samples 
were pre-treated manually and delivered to the cell using a single channel peristaltic pump. 
There follows a description of the additional components introduced to the system to 
produce a portable sensor. A photograph of the sensor is shown in Appendix E.

6.2.1 Delivery System

A schematic diagram of the delivery system used is shown in Fig 6.2.1.a. The peristaltic 
pump used was an Ismatec Mini-S Cartridge pump with a fixed speed of 40 r.p.m. The 
pump was powered from the mains supply. When using a peristaltic pump, for a fixed 
head rotation rate, different flow rates are achieved by using pump tubes of varying 
internal diameters (I.D.). To ensure correct pH values and maximum colour development, 
the reagents used for the different tests require a 5:1:1:1 ratio between sample and the 
three reagents and this was achieved by choosing a pump tubing internal diameter of 
1.09 mm for the reagents and 2.79 mm for the sample. This gave a delivery rate of 16 
mL/min. for the sample and 3 mL/min. for the reagents. In this way the required ratio was 
approximately achieved. The tubing used to form the mixing coils and deliver the sample 
to the cell was tygon tubing of I.D. 0.89 mm. The mixing coils were achieved by wrapping 
the tubing ~7 times around a rod of diameter 1 cm. This induced swirling in the sample 
and caused it to mix.

To Sample 
Cell

Reagent Reservoirs

F ig . 6 .2 .1 .a  S c h e m a t ic  D ia g r a m  o f  D e l iv e r y  S y s t e m
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With the pump on, the sample and three reagents are pumped continuously. The sample 
and first reagent (Rl) combine, the two mix and then the second reagent (R2) is added and 
so on. In this way the three reagents are sequentially added to the sample.

6.2.2 Electronics

The dedicated electronic circuits replaced the computer used in the system detailed in 
Chapter 5. The principle electronic circuits required were the LED driver circuit, which 
allowed selection of a source from a range of LED’s and the detection and log-amp circuit. 
These were constructed on two separate PCB’s. A detailed description of these two 
circuits is given in Appendices F and G, respectively. A block diagram of the detection 
electronics is shown in Fig. 6.2.2.a

Detector

Log-Amp By-pass Log-Amp
for

Turbidity Measurements

By-Pass Log-Amp and 
Voltage Adder to 

check signal intensity
Variable Voltage

Voltage Adder

Variable Gain Amp

Panel Meter

F ig . 6 .2 .2 .a  B l o c k  D ia g r a m  o f  D e t e c t io n  E l e c t r o n ic s
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The block diagram in Fig. 6.2.2.a shows schematically how the detection electronics 
generates analyte concentrations from signal intensities. The signal from the detector goes 
to the logarithmic-amplifier, (log-amp). The log amplifier converts the detector output to 
a voltage which corresponds to the log of the signal intensity. Conversion of the signal 
intensity to log allows optical densities to be generated. In this way the system converts 
the logarithmic changes in the treated sample’s optical density to linear changes in sensor 
output. The voltage from the log-amp then goes to the voltage adder. The other input to 
the adder is a variable voltage. When a blank has been generated by the system, this 
voltage is adjusted, (by adjustment of the Zero Adjust), until the adder output is zero. 
Hence the blank value is effectively subtracted from subsequent measurements. The 
output from the voltage adder goes to a variable gain amplifier. When a standard has been 
generated, the gain of this amplifier is adjusted, (by adjustment of the Gain Adjust), until 
the value displayed by the panel meter corresponds to the concentration of the standard. 
For turbidity measurements the log amplifier is by-passed and the signal intensity may be 
checked by by-passing the log-amp and voltage adder.

The long term stability of the electronics was tested in the following way. The system was 
assembled with a yellow LED selected on the LED driver circuit. A data logger was used 
to record signal values. The data logger used was a SmartReader self-powered device. It 
has an 8 bit ADC and a memory capacity of 36000 points. The data logger also recorded 
temperature. On the detection and log-amp circuit, voltages were recorded at two points. 
The output signal from the detector was connected to the data logger. This voltage 
corresponded to the signal intensity of the LED. The output to the panel meter was also 
recorded. This corresponded to the variation in the output signal of the complete system. 
A reading was taken every eight seconds over a twenty-four hour period. The relative 
standard deviations in the signal intensity, panel meter output and temperature were 0.4%, 
5% and 0.8%, respectively.
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The first step is to choose the path length appropriate for the measurement required. This 
is determined by the analyte of interest but also by the limit of detection and linear range 
required. The sensor head is then assembled using the appropriate modules. The required 
LED is chosen on the LED driver circuit and the detector circuit is configured for
attenuation or turbidity measurements, as required. The free end of the reagent pump
tubes are placed in the relevant reagent reservoirs. A sample is inserted into the system by 
placing the free end of the sample pump tube into the sample. A blank sample is inserted. 
The pump is turned on for ~2 minutes. In the case of colorimetric measurements, colour is 
allowed to develop in the cell, the time required depending upon the analyte in question. 
The Zero Adjust is changed until the panel meter reads zero. A standard sample is then 
inserted and the pump turned on. After two minutes the pump is stopped and colour 
allowed to develop. The Gain Adjust is changed until the panel meter reads the 
appropriate concentration, (e.g. 0200 for an iron standard of 200 fig L'1 concentration). 
The sensor is now calibrated and ready for use. Samples of unknown concentration are 
inserted and pumped through the system. The panel meter value corresponds to the 
concentration of analyte in the sample.

A typical response from the sensor system is shown in Fig. 6.2.3.a. These measurements 
were taken with the device configured for manganese measurement. The path length was 
3 cm and the LED used had a peak wavelength of 450 nm. Samples were prepared from
1000 ppm stock solution as outlined in section 4.2.2.

6.2.3 Measurement Procedure*

r A more detailed set of User Instructions is given in Appendix H
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Manganese Concentration / ppb

Fig. 6.2.3.a S e n s o r  R e s p o n s e  t o  M a n g a n e s e  S a m p le s ,  3 c m  C e l l ,  X  =  450 nm

It can be seen that the sensor has a linear output in the range 0->800 ppb of manganese. 
Repeated measurements were made on a blank sample, and a sample of known 
concentration, to determine the limit of detection and repeatability. These were found to 
be 5 ppb and 3% respectively.

Tests were also carried out on several river samples. These samples were also tested, 
using standard test procedures, on a spectrophotometer. The samples were pre-treated 
manually and Eqs. 3.4 and 3.5 used to calculate concentrations. Sample turbidity was 
measured on the apparatus outlined in section 4.4.1. The results of these tests are shown 
in the following tables.
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Didcot Stream

A l /[ig L 1 C olour /H azen  Fe /[ig L 1 P  /m g  L 1 T urb id ity /N T U  

Sensor 3 18 3 97 47
Spectrophotom eter 4 16 2 96 50

Didcot Bore Hole

A l / \ i g U ‘ C olour /H azen  Fe /\lg  L '1 P / m g L 1 Turbidity /N T U  

Sensor 0 0 0 4 0.2
Spectrophotom eter 0 0 0 3 0

River Thames

A l / \ i g L ' ! C olour /H azen  Fe /\lg  L 1 P / m g L '1 Turbidity /N T U  

Sensor 2 22 4 80 60
Spectrophotom eter 2 20 3 83 67

The above tables show a good agreement between the results from the standard procedure 
and those from the sensor system. This shows that the system developed is suitable for 
measurements on real river samples.

6.3 Additional Features of Sensor

6.3.1 Sample Dilution

Sample dilution enables linear range to be extended without reducing the path length of the 
cell used. This was discussed in section 4.5, in relation to the RC100 on-line monitor for 
iron and aluminium. The RC100 monitor automatically dilutes samples of high 
concentration, thus extending the linear range of the device. This technique can also be 
used with the portable sensor under consideration. Dilution can be performed manually 
before sample treatment or automatically by the introduction of an additional stream into 
the delivery system. Fig. 6.3. l.a shows how automatic sample dilution may be achieved.
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Reagent Reservoirs

Fig. 6.3.1.a S c h e m a t i c  D ia g r a m  o f  D e l i v e r y  S y s t e m  w i t h  S a m p le  D i l u t i o n

In this case the sample is mixed with de-ionised water before addition of the reagents. The 
sample dilution ratio depends upon the I.D.s of the tubes chosen but the combined 
volumes from both sample and de-ionised water must satisfy the required 5:1:1:1 ratio 
between treated sample and reagents. If sample dilution is introduced then the values 
displayed by the panel meter are scaled by the dilution ratio. For example, if the dilution 
ratio is 1:1 then the values displayed by the panel meter will be halved. Alternatively, the 
system can be recalibrated and operated as normal. Sample dilution requires the 
introduction of an additional channel to the delivery system and pump tubes of varying
I.D.s. Shown in Fig. 6.3.1.b is an example of where sample dilution is used to extend the 
linear range of the sensor in the iron measurement configuration.
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Iron Concentration / p.g L'1

Fig. 6.3.1.b E x a m p le  o f  E x t e n d e d  R a n g e  u s i n g  S a m p le  D i l u t i o n  f o r  I r o n  
c o n f i g u r a t i o n ,  Y e l l o w  L E D , 3 cm  C e l l ,  1:1 D i l u t i o n  R a t io

The lower curve in Fig 6.3. Lb shows the response of the sensor with no sample dilution. 
For the second curve, the same path length cell was used but a 1:1 dilution ratio was 
introduced. It can be seen that the system without dilution gave the required response in 
the 0—>400 jJLg L'1 range. The figure shows also that the linear range was extended from 
0—>400 \ig L'1 to 0—>800 fig L'1 with sample dilution. Sample dilution also reduces the 
sensitivity of the colorimetric test. However, the biggest limitation of sample dilution with 
this sensor is the additional instrumentation required. The introduction of sample dilution 
requires the use of an additional channel in the delivery system, and an extra mixing coil.

Sample dilution can also be used to extend the linear range when the sensor is configured 
to measure turbidity.
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The natural colour of a sample may be measured with this system in the following way. 
After system calibration, the colour reagent tube (R3) is placed in de-ionised water. 
Hence no colour is developed in the treated sample and the sample/reagent volume ratio is 
maintained. A blank sample is inserted and the new blank value measured. The sample is 
inserted and a measurement made. The difference between the two measurements is the 
natural colour of the sample. This value can then be subtracted from the measured 
concentrations to colour-correct the values. Fig 6.3.2.a shows the use of colour 
correction. Formazine turbidity standard solution was added to de-ionised water to 
produce blank samples of increasing turbidity. These were then tested with the system in 
the aluminium configuration. It can be seen that without colour correction the measured 
aluminium concentration increases dramatically. However, when the values are colour 
corrected the resulting values remain approximately zero.

6.3.2 Colour Correction
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Fig. 6.3.2.a C o l o u r  C o r r e c t i o n  o f  I n c r e a s i n g l y  T u r b i d  B l a n k  S a m p le s
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Included below is a summary of the performance characteristics of the sensor, based on the 
terms outlined in section 1.4.3. The sensitivity quoted is the reciprocal of the calibration 
constant outlined in section 3.2.

Table I

6.4 Summary

Al Colour Fe Mn P(asP) Turbidity

Path Length /cm 1.5 8 3 3 3 -
Linear Range 0—>400 0—>80 0—>500 0—>800 0—>1.5 0—>50

^gL1 Hazen 1-tgL-1 PPb ^gL'1 NTU

Sensitivity 2.5 2.3 1.8 3.1 1.7 200
Resolution % 4 1 3 4 4 3

Repeatability % 3 1 2 3 3 2
Limit of Detection 2 ng L'1 1 Hazen 1 ̂ g L 1 5 ppb 0.05 [ig L'1 0.5 NTU

Accuracy % 5 2 4 4 5 4
Response Time /min. 7 2 2 3 12 2

In every case above, the limit of detection is less than the Guide Line concentration and the 
linear range includes the Maximum Allowable Concentration, as stipulated by the EC 
Guidelines for Water Quality, (see section 1.3).

6.5 Comparison with Existing Monitors

In section 4.5 a commercial on-line monitor for iron and aluminium, the RC100, was 
introduced. Aztec Ltd. also produce monitors for the detection of colour and turbidity 
(CT100), phosphate (P100) and manganese (M100). All of these devices have the piston 
and optical cell/pump barrel delivery system and they all use an on-board micro-computer 
for calculations and to control the hardware. An advantage of these monitors compared 
with the sensor developed here is that they incorporate automatic self cleaning. As it 
draws samples into the pump barrel, the piston continually wipes clean the sides of the
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optical cell. This is essential for long term operation as optical cell fouling is a problem for 
on-line operation. Another advantage of these monitors is the large number of in-built 
alarms that constantly check for low reagent levels etc. These alarms aid long term 
unattended operation. However, these monitors are a considerable size, with dimensions 
of 1200 mm * 300 mm * 700 mm and 70 Kg weight. The optical disadvantages of the 
devices have already been covered in earlier chapters in terms of filter délamination and 
bulb instability. The monitors are also limited to a single path length cell and light source. 
Hence the advantages of the developed sensor system over these monitors are its 
versatility, portability and improved optical stability. The following table summarises the 
performance characteristics of the Aztec monitors as detailed in the respective technical 
information sheets.

Al

Table II 
Colour Fe Mn P (as P) Turbidity

Path Length /cm 2 4 2 3.4 2 -
Linear Range 0—>1200 0—>250 0—>2000 0—>500 0—>22.5 0—>5

^gL-1 Hazen M-g L’1 PPb U gL1 NTU

Sensitivity 2.7 0.9 0.7 2 2.7 2700
Repeatability % 2 2 2 2 2 2

Limit of Detection 20 ng L 1 1 Hazen 20 (jLg L'1 20 ppb 0.3 ng L 1 0.05 NTU

Accuracy % 6 2 5 4 5 4
Response Time /min. 10 1 10 10 10 1

The monitors for aluminium, iron and phosphate incorporate automatic sample dilution 
and this extends the linear range. The source used for turbidity measurement is a white 
light bulb without filter. The high intensity of this source gives the high sensitivity and low 
limit of detection. Apart from these differences, the corresponding table of results, 
Table I, obtained for the portable sensor system shows that this system has performance 
characteristics as good as commercially available water quality monitors.
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A portable stand-alone sensor for water quality monitoring was developed. Measurements 
were made of the concentrations of Al, colour, Fe, Mn, P and turbidity in potable water. 
The sensor also allowed sample dilution and colour correction. The sensor constructed is 
easy to use, cheap and versatile. The performance characteristics of the sensor are as good 
as commercially available systems and a number of problems associated with the sources 
of these systems have been overcome by the use of LED’s.

6.6 Conclusion
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Chapter 7

The work presented in this thesis describes the development of an LED-based, portable 
sensor unit for monitoring water quality parameters. The measurement procedure is based 
upon standard colorimetric tests and a nephelometric configuration is used to measure 
sample turbidity. The sensor response to aluminium, colour, iron, manganese, phosphate 
and turbidity was determined. In each case the respective limits of detection were below 
the EC Guide Line concentrations and the linear ranges were within the EC Maximum 
Allowable Concentrations.

The initial part of the experimental work involved conducting the various colorimetric 
tests, using LED’s as sources, on a specially constructed bench-top system. Investigations 
were conducted into the sensitivity and linear range of the various tests. The results were 
then compared with those obtained with the conventional sources, usually an interference 
filter and an incandescent filament-based white light bulb. In some cases the sensitivity and 
linear range of the LED was lower than the conventional source. This was usually because 
the bandwidth of the LED was larger than that of the interference filter used. However, in 
all the colorimetric (and nephelometric) tests conducted, the performance characteristics of 
the LED’s were as good as those of the conventional sources. The LED’s also showed 
improved stability, versus the incandescent sources, which compensated for the slight loss 
of sensitivity in certain tests.

A LED was then incorporated into an existing commercial on-line monitor for iron and 
aluminium, replacing the filter and bulb source. For the colorimetric test employed in this 
device, the LED has a lower linear range and sensitivity compared with the filter and bulb.

Conclusion and Future Work
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However, with suitable changes to the operating software of the monitor, the 
performances of the instrument with both sources were approximately the same. These 
experiments showed that with minimum changes to operating software and design, LED’s 
can be incorporated into existing on-line monitors and that they are suited to long-term 
continuous operation. Once installed, the LED’s overcome a number of problems 
associated with the previous sources, such as delamination of the interference filter and 
instability and short lifetime of the bulb.

The next stage of the experimental work was to construct a modular design, miniature 
flow-through sensor head. This sensor head used LED’s as sources and employed 
miniature optical components and fibre optics to measure sample absorbance and turbidity. 
The arrangement was tested in a computer controlled system and the configuration used 
allowed simultaneous measurement of sample colour and turbidity. The miniature sensor 
head showed positive performance characteristics and the modular design allowed 
configuration for a number of different colorimetric tests.

The final stage of the project was to miniaturise the rest of the components required for a 
full system. Sample/reagent mixing and delivery was achieved by use of a peristaltic 
pump. The miniature sensor head was used and dedicated electronics were designed and 
constructed. These circuits controlled the LED’s and converted signal intensities to 
analyte concentrations. In this manner, a portable, stand alone sensor for monitoring water 
quality parameters was produced. Comparisons were made between the performance of 
existing on-line water quality monitors and the sensor system developed. Future work to 
this sensor would involve the following:

1. Reduction of the cell and tubing volume. This would decrease the two minute pumping 
time between samples and reduce reagent consumption.

2. Improvement of the electronics design so as to simplify the configuring of the system,
i.e. selecting LED's and checking LED intensity.
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Investigation of additional colorimetric tests that could be used by this system. 

Incorporation of some method of self cleaning in the cell, either chemical or mechanical.
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Appendix A:

Derivation of formulae for two point linear calibration

Optical

Concentration / jig L'1

Shown above is a typical calibration curve for a linear two point calibration. The optical 
density of a de-ionised water blank sample (O D bl) is measured. This point has a 
concentration of zero on the x-axis. The optical density of the standard sample (O D std) is 
then measured. In the case of aluminium, this point has a concentration of 200 (ig L'1. 
Assuming that, for the path length cell used, Beer’s Law applies between these two points, 
a straight line may be drawn between the two. From co-ordinate geometry the equation of 
this line is given by:

Y - Y ,  X - X ,  = ----  A1
Y2 - Yi X2 - Xi

Filling in the values from the above example gives:

Y - O D b l  _ X-0
O D s t d  - O D b l  200 - 0 A 2



x  = ----- ?00_—  (y -ODbl) A3
O D std - O D bi

This equation can be rewritten as:

S =  K (O D spi. - O D bi.) A 4

where

K = -20°  ■ A5
O D std - O D bi.

and S is the sample concentration in |ig L'1, ODspl is the optical density of the sample and 
K is known as the calibration constant, the reciprocal of the slope.

This is rearranged to give:

i i



Appendix B:

LED Driver Circuit for computer based system

IC1 Voltage to Frequency Converter, (AD654, RS# 637-860)
IC2 Comparator, (LM392N, RS# 308-859)

In the configuration shown, the output from IC1 is a square wave of frequency 950 Hz. 
The square wave voltage is converted to a square wave current source using field effect 
transistors. An individual LED is switched on by applying a 5V signal to the base of one 
of the npn transistors. This control pulse is supplied by the I/O card of the computer. In 
this way all of the LED’s are modulated at the same frequency and by sending the relevant 
pulse, the computer selects which LED operated at a particular time.
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Appendix C:

Detection Circuit for computer based system

ICI Balanced Modulator/Demodulator (AD630)

This circuil effectively acts as a lockin amplifier. The photodetector, (RS# 308-067) is a 
hybrid photodiode and integral amplifier. Combining these two together in a single 
component reduces the noise pick-up between the detector stage and amplifier. The 
reference for the lockin chip comes from the square wave generator of the LED driver 
circuit. The low reference input pin (pin 10) is off-set by IV and this prevents problems 
which can be caused by non zero going reference signals. The output from the circuit 
goes, via a buffer, to the ADC of the I/O card of the computer.
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Appendix D:

Software listing for computer based system

The software was written in TurboC++ in modular format and using a project file 
structure. There follows a listing of all the routines used.

Tom.H________ Header File for Programs Main.C and Util.C

#ineludc <stdlib.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <dos.h>
^include <stdlib.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <niatb,b>
^include <conio.h>
^include <graphics.h>
#include <stdarg.h>
#include <alloc.l)>
#includc <time.h>
#include "smouse.h”
//include <dir.h>

#dofine base 800 
#define IRJLED 4 
#defmeBLUE_LED2 
#define YELLOW_LED 1 
#define OFF 0 
#define PUMP 8

Main.C = Main Control Routine

tfincludc “tom.h"
void start_up(void); /* Define subroutines */
void calibratc(void); 
float read_adc(float); 
void exit_routine():

FILE *fp;

float Kcol; / *  Initialise Variables */
float Ktur;
float Kcorr;
float VI;
float V2;
float xinax 1 ,xinax2:

void main(void) /* Start of Main routine *1



int f,c,t,x,y,cc;
float coll,tur,ccoU,colll;

outport((base+7),128); I *  Initialise I/O card *1

start_upO;
scr_draw{); 
mouseinit(); 
display _mouse();

calibraleO;

sctcoloKDARKGRAY);
set texts tylc( 1 ,HORIZ_DIR,2);
outtextxy( 100,440,'Sysiem Running");

for(f=0;f<I00;f++){ /* Main Loop to take 100 points */

led_control(BLUE_LED);
pump(20);
dcllay<6);
x=430;
y=350;
settextstylc(O.HORlZ_DIR, I); 
setcolor{LIGHTGRAY); 
gprintf(& x,& y,"% 2.2f'.col]); 
coll=read_adc(0);

colll=coll;
coll=Kcol*(loglO(Vl)-loglO(coIl)); / *  Calculate Colour Value *1
c=(330-(co!l*(300/x.max 1)));
ci>l_plol(f,c); I *  Plot Colour point on Graph */

x=430;
y=350;
scttextstylc(O.HORIZ_DIR,l);
setcolor(BLUE);
gprinlf(&x,&y."%2.2f',coll);

led_con l ro I (O FF);
led_control(IR_LED);
dcllay(lO);

x=430;
y=370;
settextstyle(0,HORIZ_DIR, I); 
setcolor(LlGHTGRAY); 
gprintf(&x,&y,n%2.2f",lur); 
tur=read_adc(0);

tur=Kiur*(tur-V2); /* Calculate Turbidity*/
t=(330-(tur*(300/xmax2)));
tur_plot(f,t); / *  Plot Turbidity point on Graph */

x=430;
y=370;
scttexlstyle(0,H O R IZ_D IR, 1); 
seleoloi(B L U E );
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gprin tf(&x ,&y," % 2 ,2 f , tu r); 
led_control(OFF);

x=430;
y=390;
settextstyle(0,HORIZ_DIR, 1);
setcolor(LIGHTGRAY);
gprintf(&x,&y,"%2.2f',ccoll);
ecolI=Kcol* (log 10( V1 /co 111)-(Kcorr *t ur)); I *  Calculate turbidity corrccted colour
cc=(330-(ccoll*(300/xmax])));
y=390;
sc t texts tyle(0 ,HORIZ_DIR, 1);
setcolor(BLUE);
gprint f(&x ,&y, “ % 1 .2 f1 .ccoll);
ccol_p!ot(f,cc); / *  Plot Turbidity corrceted Colour value on graph */
fprintf(fp."%2.6f %2.6f %2.61\n",coU,tur,ccoll);
) /* End of main for loop *1

setlexLstyle( 1 ,H0RIZ_D1R.2);
seicolorfU Q H TO RAY );
outtextxy( 100,440,"System Running");
setcolor(DARKGRAY);
outtextxy( 100,440," End of Scan");
wait();
exit_routinc{);

] /* End of Main *1

float read_adc(float channel) / *  Read value from ADC */
I

float a,b,value; 
int x;
a=0,b=0,value=0; 
oulport ((base+24),channc!);

for(x=l;x<3000;x++){ / *  Average reading 3000 times */
outport ((base+16),channcl); 
while (!(inport (base +20) &l)); 
a+=inportb (base+1 9): 
b+=inportb(base+l 8);
)
a/=3000;
b/=3000;
value =(a/16)+(b*16);
value = ((value-2047)/2047)*10;
return(-value);

) I *  End of ADC * /

void start_up(void) /* Start-up routine
Initialises Axis values and file names */

t
char filc_name{25); 
ehscr();

printf("\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n Enter file Name...”);



scanf(''%s",filc_name);
printf("\ii\n Enter XI-Axis Max...");
sc an f(" %f". &x m ax 1);
printf("\n\n Enter X2-Axis Max...");
scanf("%f",&xmax2);

fp=fopen(fiIc_uamc,"w");
return;
) /* End of Start_up *1

void exit_routine(void) /* Exit routine
Closes files and Returns to DOS */

(
close(fp);

outport((base+4),0);
clcardevice();
textmode(3);
clrscr();
exit(O);
)

void calibrate(void) /* Calibration Routine
Calibrates the system for colour and Turbidity measurement */

{
ini x,y;
float V3.V4.V5; 
char ch;

hidc_mouse();

settexlslyle(0,HORlZ_DIR. 1); 
setcolor(LIGHTGRAY);

x=200;
y=350;

gprint f(&x ,&y,"%4.2f". Kcol); 

y=370;
gprintf(&x.&y,"%4.2f .Klur); 

y=390;
gprintf(&x ,&y."%0.4 f", Kcorr);

settextstyle(l,HORlZ_DIR.2);
setcolor(I.IGHTGRAY);
outtextxy( 100,440,"System Running");

setcoMDARKGRAY); 
outtextxy( 100,440,"Insert Blank");

ch=getch();

X



sctcoM UGHTGRAY); 
outtcxtxy ( 100,440,"Insert Blank");

led_control(BLUE_LED);
pump(90);
dcllay(15);
Vl=rcad_adc(0);
led_control(OFF);

led_control(IR_LED); 
dcllay( 15);
V2=read_adc(0);

setcoloKDARKGRAY);
oultcxtxy( 100,440,"Insert Colour Standard");

ch=getch();

setcolor(LIGHTGRAY);
outlexlxy( 100.440,"Insert Colour Standard”);

led_control (OFF) ; 
led_control(BLUE_LED):

pump{90);
dcllay(lO);
V3=read_adc(0);

setcoMDARKGRAY);
outtcxtxy(I00,440,"Insert Turbidity Standard");

ch=gctch();

setcoloKLIGHTGRAY);
outtextxy( 100,440,"Insert Turbidity Standard");

led_control(OFF);
lcd_contro!(IR_LED);
pump(90);
de!lay(15);
V5=read_adc(0);

led_control(OFF);
led_control(BLUE_LED):
dellay(15);
V4=rcad_adc(0);

led_control (OFF);

Kcol=50/(logl0(Vl)-logl0(V3)); /* Calculate calibration constants
Ktur=5/(V5-V2);
Kcorr={log 10( V1 )-lug 10( V4 ))/5 ;

settextstyle(0,HORIZ_DIR, I ); 
setcolor(BLUE);



x=200;
y=350;

gprintf(&x,&y."%4.2f',Kcol);

y=370;
gprintf(&x,&y,"%4.2r,Kiur);

y=390;
gprintf(&x,&y, “%0.4f". Keorr);

settextstylc( I ,HORIZ_DIR,2); 
sctcolor(DARKGRAY); 
outtcxtxy( 100.440,"Insert Sample");

ch=getch();

sctcolor(I .IGHTGRAY);
ou ttextxy( 100,440,"Insert Sample”);
pump(40);
dispky_mouseO;
return;
} /* End of Calibrate * /

Util.C ______Utility Routines for Hardware and Graphics

ifinclude "tom.h"

uit old_valc; /* Initialise Variables */
int old_valt; 
int old_vakc;

extern float xmax 1 ; 
extern float xmax2;

void graph_set(void); /* Initialise Subroutines */
void iconfchar 1151,int);
int gprintf( int *xloc, int *yloc, char ’>fnit, ... );
int icon_s elect (void);
void wait(void);
void pump(int);
void lcd_control(int);
void scr_draw(void);
void col_plot(int,int);
void tur_plol(int,int);
void ccol_plot(int,int);
void dcllay(int);
void men u( void);

int control=0;

void graph_sel(void) /* Initialise Graphics */
{
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int driver.mode; 
char ch;

drivcr=DETECT; 
mode=VGAHI;
detectgraph( &drivcr, Amodc); 
initgraph( &drivcr, &modc, "c:\\tc\\bgi"); 
return;

} f *  End of Graph_set * /

int gprmtf( int *xloc. int *yloc, char * fm t,...)  /* Routine gprintf
Allows text and variables to be displayed 
on a graphics screen */

I *  Argument list pointer * /
I *  Buffer to build sting into *1
I *  Result of SPRJNTF for return */

/* Initialize va_ functions * /

I *  prints string to buffer */
I *  Send su ing in graphics mode * /

/*  Advance to next line */

/ *  Close va_ functions *1

I *  Return the conversion count * /

*1

I *  Icon Routine
Generates icon boxes on the screen 
in pre-determined positions */

{

int xbox.ybox.xtext.ylext;

x box =550;
ybox=(t*30)+((t-l)*25); 
x tex t=5 80-(tex t width(tc)/2); 
ytext=ybox+15:

setcolor(BLUE);
outtextxy(xlext,ytext.tc);
seicolor(RED);
rcclanglc(xbox,ybox,xbox+60.ybox+30);

va_list argptr; 
char str[ 140); 
int cm;

va_startf argptr, fmt );

cnt = vsprintff str, fmt. argptr ); 
outtextxy( *xloc, +yloc, str ); 
*yloc += textheight( "H" ) + 2;

va_cnd( argplr );

reiurnt cnt );

j I *  End of Graphics Print

void icon(char tc[],int t)

return;
| /* End of Icon */



{
int choice, bu tton.x pos.y pos; 
inousebuttoninfo(&button,&xpos.&ypos);

int icon_sclect(void) /* Detects which icon has
been selected by the mouse *1

if(xpos>550 & xpos<610){
if(ypos>25 & ypos<55) 

choice=l; 
if(ypos>80 & ypcs<l 10) 

choice=2; 
ir(ypos>!35 &ypos<165) 

choice=3; 
if(ypos>190 & ypos<220) 

choice=4; 
if(ypos>245 & ypos<275) 

choicc=5; 
if(ypos>300 & ypos<330) 

choice=6; 
if(ypos>355 & ypos<385) 

choice=7;
} /* end of If * /
else
choice=0;

return (choice);

} /* End of Icon Select * /

void wait(void) /* Halts program execution until mouse press or key press *1

(
while(! kbhi t ()&&! mousebut ton (1)) {

}
return;
) I *  End of Wait * !

void pump (int x) /* Tutus on pump *1

(
control=controlAPUMP; 
outport((base+4),control); 
dcllay(x);
control=controlAPUMP; 
outport((basc+4),control); 
return;
) /* End of pump *1

void led_control(int x) /* Routine to select specific LED's */
{
conuol=controllx;
if(x==0)

control=0;
outport((base+4).conlrol);



return;
} I *  End of lcd_control *1

void scr_draw(void) I *

(
float xmin,ymin,xmax,ymax; 
int x,y;

xniin=50,ymin=30,xinax=450.ymax=330;

graph_setO;
sctbkcolor(UGHTGRAY);
icon("Cal.",l);
icon("Pausc",2);
icon(''Pump",3);
icon(''Exit",4);
sctcolor(Bl.UE);
setlinestylc(0,0,3);
rcciangle(xmin,ymm,xmax.ytnax):
setcolor(DARKGRAY);
linc(0.420,639.420);
settextstylc( 1 ,HORIZ_DIR.2);
ou ttex txy( 10,440," Message: ");
setcolor(BLUE);
sctlinestyle(3,0,l);

for(x= 130;x<450;x+=80)
line(x,30.x,ymax):

for(x=60;x<330;x+=30)
linc(50,x,xmax,x);

setcoior(BROWN); 
settextstylcd ,VERT_DIR,2); 
outtextxy(20,120,"Colour/Hz"); 
setcolor( YELLOW ); 
outtextxy(460,120,"Turbidily/NTU"); 
sellincstylc(0,0,0);

sclcolor(BROWN); 
settcxlsly lc(O.HORIZ_DIR, 1 ); 
x=20; 
y=30;
gprintf(&x,&y,"%3.0f",xinax 1 );
outtcx(xy(20,330,"0");
sctcolor( YELLOW);
x=460;
y=30;
gprintf(&x,&y,"%3.0f",xnuix2);
outtextxy(460,330,''0");

Draw initial graphics

setcolor(BLUE);



scttcxlstylc(0,HORIZ_DIR,l); 
outtcxtxy(50,350,”Colour Constant"); 
outtextxy(50,370,''Turbidity Constant"); 
outtextxy(50,390,"Colour Correction''); 
outtcxtxy(270,350,"Colour Value/Hz"); 
outtextxy(270,370,"Turbidity Value/NTU"); 
outtextxy(270,390,"Corrected Colour/Hz");

return;
) /* end of scr_draw */

void col_plot(int x.int ypos) /*
I
ini xpos;

hide_mouse();

xpos=50+(x*4);

if(ypos>330)
ypos=330;

if(ypos<30)
ypos=30;

if(x==0)
old_valc=ypos;

setcolor(BROWN); 
circlc(xpos44,ypos, 1);

line(xpos,old_valc,xpos+4,ypos);
old_valc=ypos;

display _mouse();

return;
) /* End of coLplot * /

void tur_plot(int x.int ypos) /*
{
int xpos;

hide_mousc();

xpos=50+(x*4);

if(ypos>330)
ypos=330;

if(ypos<30)
ypos=30;

if(x==0)
old_valt=ypos;

Plot Colour Values to Graph */

Plot Turbidity Values to Graph */



seteolor( YELLOW); 
circlc(xpos+4,ypos, 1);

liiic(xpos,old_vall,xpos+4,ypos);
old_vall=ypos;
display_mousc();
return;
) /* End o f lur_plot */

void ccol_plot(inl x,ini ypos) /* Plot Turbidily Corrected
Colour Values to Graph

{
int xpos;

hidc_mouse();

xpos=50+(x*4);

if(y|x>s>330)
ypos=330;

if(ypos<30)
ypos=30;

if(x==0)
old_valec=ypos;

setcolor(GREEN); 
circle(xpos+4,ypos, 1);

linc(xpos,old_valcc,xpos+4,ypos);
old_valcc=ypos;
display _mouse();
return;
) / *  End of ccol_plol */

void dcllay(ini x) /* Delay routine, in seconds */
(

clock_t starl, end; 
start = clock(); 
end=start+(x*CLK_TCK); 
while(clock()<end) (

if(m ou seb u llon (l))(
end=start;
menu();
)

)
return;
) /* End of Dellay */



{
char ch; 
int choice;
choicc=icon_select(); 
se(texistyle( 1 ,HORIZ_DIR,2);

switch (choice)
I
case (1);

outport((base+4),0);
delay(500);
control=0;
calibrate();
break;

case (2):
setcolor(LIGHTGRAY);

outtcxixy(I00,440,''.System Running");
setco!or(DARKGRAY);
outtextxy(100,440,"System Paused'');
outport((base+4),0);
delay(300);
ch=getch();
setcolor(LIGHTGRAY);
outtextxy(100,440,"System Paused");
setcolor(DARKGRAY);
outtexixy( 100,440,"System Running");
dellay(7);
break;

case (3):
setcolordJGHTGRAY);

outtextxy(100,440,"System Running");
setcolor(DARKGRAY);
outtextxy( 100,440,"Pump On");
outport((base+4),0);
outport((base+4),PUMP);
delay(300);
ch=getch();
outport((base44),0);
setcolor(LIGHTGRAY);
outtextxy(100,440,"Pump On");

sctcolor(DARKGRAY);
outtcxlxy(l00,440,"System Running");
dellay(7);
break;

case (4):
outporl((base+4),0);
setcolor(IJGHTGRAY);
outtextxy( 100,440,"System Running");
setcolor(DARKGRAY);
outtextxy( 100,440,"Exit (Y/N)");
ch=getch();
if(ch= 'y ')

exit_routine(); 
seteoloKUGHTGRAY); 
outtcxtxy(100,440."Exit (Y/N)");

void menu(void) /* Menu routine, based on mouse selcciion
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seicolorCDARKGRAY);
outtcxtxy( 100,440."System Running");
dellay(7);
break;

) /* End of Choice switch * /
return;
} I *  End of Menu */

Smouse.H - Header file for Mouse Controller. Written by Dr. Simon Me Cabe

ini mouscinit(void); 
void display_mouse(void); 
void hide_mouse(void); 
void mouseshapc(inl); 
void mouscmaxmin(int.int); 
void nvousosetpos(int.int);

int readcharacter(void);
int inousebuiton(ini);
void mousebutloninfo(im *,im + .int *);

Smouse.C - Routine to Control Mouse. Written bv Dr. Simon Me Cabe

I*
Mouse handling routines....using interrupt 331) 

note must install mouse to use

pass value in ax as below

ax 0 :get mouse status and initialise
rstatus returned in ax 0 => not installed 

0ffffh=> otherwise 
:number of buttons returned in bx

1 :show mouse cursor

2 :hidc mouse cursor

3 :gct mouse position and button status
ixpos in cx 
:ypos in dx
¿buttons pressed returned in bx as follows 

left -01b
right- 10b 
both - 1 lb

4 :put mouse at defined pos 
:xpos - cx 
:ypos - dx

8 :set limits to mouse movements (vertical)
:min - cx

xix



; 9 :assign a shape to the mouse
; :es - contains array data segment
; :dx - segment offset to data
; :bx - xpos hot spot
; :cx - ypos hot spot
*/

; :tnax - dx

#includc <dos.h> 
tfinclude <math.h> 
^include <bios.h>

void mouscbuttoninfo(int *button, ini *xpos, int *ypos) { 
_AX = 3; 
asm int 33h; 
asm mov ax,bx;
*button=_AX: /* l= le f t  2 = right 3 = both */ 
*xpos =_CX;
*ypos =_DX;

I

int mousebutton(int button) { 
_AX = 6;
_BX = button; 
asm int 33h; 
retum(_AX);

void display_mouse(void) { 
_A X = 1 ; 
asm int 33h;

)
int mouscinit(void) {

_AX = 0; 
asm int 33h; 
return (_AX);

}
void hide_mouse(void) {

IaX = 2 ;
asm int 33h;

1

void mousemaxinin(dsply ^display) ( 
_AX = 7;
_CX = 0;
_DX = MAXX; 
asm int 33h;

XX



_AX = 8;
_CX = 0;
_DX = MAXY; 
asm int 33h;

void mouseshape(int type) {
static unsigned hand[32]={0xF9ff,0xElFF,0xE9FF,0xE9FF, 

0xE9FF,0xE849,0xE800,0x8924, ■
0x0924,0x0986,0x0DFC,0x2FFC, 
0x3FFC,0x3FFC,0x0000,0x8001, 
OxOCOO.Ox 1200,Ox 1200,0x1200,
0x1200,0xl3B 6,0x1249,0x7249, 
0x9249,0x9001,0x9001,0x8001,
0x8001,0x8001,0x8001,0x7FFE 
);

static unsigned check[32]={0xFFF0,0xFFE0,0xFFCl,0xFF83,
0xFF07,0x060F, Ox 001F,0x8037, 
Ox C07 F,Ox EOFF.OxF 1 FF,OxFB FF, 
OxFFFF,OxFFFF,OxFFFF,OxFFFF, 
0x0003, Ox0006, OxOOOC, 0x0018, 
0x0030,0x0060,0x7000,0x3980, 
OxlFOO,OxOEOO,Ox0400,0x0000, 
0x0000,0x0000,0x0000,0x0000 
};

static unsigned larrow[32]={0xFE3F,0xFC7F,0xF87F,0xF0FF,
OxEOFF,OxCOOO,0x8000,0x0000, 
0x8000,0xC000,0xE0FF,0xF0FF, 
0xF87F,0xFC7F,0xFF3F,0xFFFF, 
0x0080,0x0100,0x0300,0x0600, 
OxOEOO.Ox 1 C00,0x3FFF,0x7FFF, 
Ox3FFF,OxlCOO,OxOEOO,Ox0600, 
0x0300,0x0100,0x0080,0x0000 
);

unsigned far *ptr;

hide_mouse();
_AX = 9;
_BX = 1;
_CX = 1;
if(type==l) ptr=hand; 
if(type==2) ptr= check; 
if(type==3) ptr=:larrow;

if(type==4) mouseinit(); 
else {
_ES = (unsigncd)FP_SEG(ptr);
_DX = (unsigned)FP_OFF(ptr); 
asm int 33h;
}
display _mouse(); 
display_mouse();
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void mousesetpos(int x, int y) {
„AX = 4;
_CX = x;
_DX = y; 
asm int 33h;

}



Photograph of Portable Sensor, Sensor Head in Fore-Ground
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Appendix F:

LED Driver Circuit for portable system

IC1 Voltage to Frequency Convener, (AD654, RS# 637-860)
IC2 Comparator, (LM392N, RS# 308-859)

This circuit is similar to the circuit outlined in Appendix B. The op-amp is used to provide 
feedback and hence regulate the LED current. The main difference to this circuit is that 
this time the operator manually switches between the various LED’s by placing a jumper 
connection at SI, S2, or S3 and by positioning a jumper at the feedback switch S4. The 
RC filter at the op-amp output ‘slows’ down the output waveform and prevents ringing in 
the LED drive current.
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Appendix G:

Detector and Log-Amp Circuit for portable system

IC1 Balanced Modulator/Demodulator (AD630)
IC2 ICL8048 Log Amplifier

The initial part of this circuit is similar to the circuit outlined in Appendix C. The inverter 
is used to change the signal from the detector to a positive voltage. This is necessary for 
the log-amp operation. The output from the log-amp goes to a voltage adder. The other 
input to this adder is a variable voltage determined by Pot#l, or the Zero Adjust. In this 
way the blank signal is effectively subtracted from subsequent readings. The output from 
the voltage adder then goes to a variable gain amplifier. The gain of this amplifier is 
determined by Pot#2, or the Gain Adjust. The gain range was set for 0.2—»3.2. The 
output from the final amplifier goes to the panel meter, a 3lA digit LCD display, (DPM 700 
RS# 255-979). The switch SI by-passes the log-amp and is used to switch between
absorption and turbidity measurements. S2 connects the output from the detector directly
to the panel meter, and it is used to check signal intensities.
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Appendix H:

User instuctions for portable system

Included is a copy of a set of user instruction written independently for the portable 
system. Included with the actual instructions are the following figures: Fig. 5.2.5.a, 
Fig. 6.2.a, Fig 6.2.1.a and the circuit diagrams from Appendices F &G.
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Measurement Procedure

• Assemble the cell for the required path length using the necessary modules.

• Select the required LED on the LED driver circuit. Connect the fibre cable to the 
relevant SMA connector or, for turbidity measurements, install the IR-LED in the 
LED holder.

• Configure the detector and log-amp circuit for absorption or turbidity 
measurements.

• Pump de-ionised water through the system and adjust the LED intensity to just 
below full scale for the detector circuit, (i.e. — 0125 on the panel meter).

• Insert the required reagents.

• Prime the sample delivery system.

• Insert a blank sample and turn on the pump for ~2 minutes.

• Change the Gain Adjust to roughly half maximum. After colour has been allowed to 
develop in the cell, change the Zero Adjust until the panel meter reads 0000.

• Insert a standard sample and turn on pump for ~2 minutes

• Again, once colour has been allowed to develop in the cell, change the Gain Adjust 
until the panel meter reading corresponds to the concentration of analyte in the 
standard. For example, when using a 200 fig L'1 standard to calibrate the system, 
the panel meter should read -0200. The system is now calibrated and ready for use.

• A sample is tested by pumping it through the system for ~2 minutes and allowing 
colour to develop. The panel meter reading corresponds to the concentration of 
analtye in the sample. For example, using the above example of a 200 fig L'1 
standard, a reading of -0034 would correspond to a analyte concentration of 34 fig 
L 1.

Colour Correction

• After calibration and without changing the Zero Adjust or Gain Adjust, place the 
colour reagent tube (R3) in de-ionised water.

• Pump a blank sample through the system and record the new blank value
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• Pump the sample through the system. The difference between the sample value and 
new blank value is the natural colour of the sample. This can be subtracted from the 
measured concentration in the sample.

Following is a set of user instructions for each of the components involved in the 
system.

Modular Cell

The recommended path lengths for the various tests are as follows:

Aluminium Colour Iron Manganese Phosphate
Path Length/cm 1.5 8 3 3 3

Rubber O-rings on either side of the glass windows seal the sample cell. The outlet 
should be placed above the inlet so the any air bubbles in the system rise to the outlet 
and are ejected from the cell.

Electronics

A layout diagram of the electronic circuits is included.

List of Components 

LE D  D river

IC1 - LM35 IN, Comparator, (RS# 308-843)
IC2 - AD654, Voltage to Frequency Converter, (RS# 637-860)
IC3 - CA3140E, FET Op-Amp, (RS# 308-130)
Cl - Connector, Reference output to Detector Circuit

D etector & Log-A m p

IC1 - AD630 Balanced Modulator/Demodulator
IC2 - ICL8048 Log Amplifier
IC3->IC6 - CA3140E, FET Op-Amp, (RS# 308-130)
Cl - Connector, input from Detector
C2 - Connector, output to Panel Meter
C3 - Connector, input from Zero Adjust
C4 - Connector, input from Gain Adjust
C5 - Connector, Reference input from LED Driver
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Changes to Electronics

Selecting LED's

The LED Driver circuit can switch between one of three LED’s. The connectors for 
these LED’s are shown in the layout diagram. LED1 is the connector for the infra-red 
LED. On the driver board two switches must be changed to select an LED. For 
example to select LED3, position a jumper link at S3 in both switches. The fibre 
would then be connected to SMA#3.

Setting Detector Circuit for Attenuation Measurements

On the Detector & Log-Amp circuit, remove jumper link from Jl. Place jumper links 
at position 1 of switches S1 and S2.

Setting Detector Circuit for Turbidity Measurements

On the Detector & Log-Amp circuit, place a jumper link at Jl. Place jumper links in 
position 2 at switch S1 and position 1 at S2.

Checking Signal Intensities

Reduce Gain Adjust to minimum value. On the Detector & Log-Amp circuit, position a 
jumper link at position 2 of switch S2. On the LED Driver circuit the potentiometers, 
Pot#l, 2 &3, are used to adjust the LED intensities. Pot#3 corresponds to LED3 and 
so on. The adjustment screws are turned clockwise to increase signal intensity and vice 
versa. The full scale of the detector circuit corresponds to -0130 on the panel meter. 
LED intensities should be adjusted to just below this value, i.e. (— 0122).

Reagents and Sample Delivery System

The following reagents and LED’s are required for the various tests.

R1 R2 R3 LED
Aluminium Acid Buffer Colour Yellow

Iron Acid Buffer Colour Yellow
Manganese Alkali Buffer/Complexing Colour Blue (450 nm)
Phosphate Acid Conditioning Colour Red

Colour - - - Blue(420nm)
Turbidity - - - IR

Immerse the free ends of the labeled pumps tubes in the required reagent reservoir. 
Immerse the sample tube in the required sample. Turn on the pump in the forward 
direction and tighten the eccentric cams until sample and reagents are pumped through
the system.
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No reagents are required for the colour or turbidity configurations. A single sample 
tube to the cell is required.

Occasionally air bubbles become trapped in the cell. These can often be removed by 
reversing the direction of the pump, emptying the cell, and then changing back to 
pumping in the forward direction. It is advisable to carry out this procedure when 
initially setting up the system.

When using prc-acidified standards, as in the case of aluminium/iron, the acid reagent 
tube (Rl) should be placed in de-ionised water while the standard in being pumped 
through the system.
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